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ALASKA COMMISSION ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
Teleconference: 1 (800) 315-6338; Code: 67401#
AGENDA
Thursday, April 8, 2021
1.

10:00 a.m.

Convene/Roll Call

2.*

Adoption of Agenda
• Suggested motion: move to adopt the agenda of the April 8, 2021,
Commission meeting.

3.*

Election of Officers
• ACPE Bylaws Article III, Section 3.01, Election of Officers. The
election of officers must take place at the last regularly scheduled
meeting of the current fiscal year. Newly elected officers will be
seated immediately after election at that same meeting.

4.

Ethics Disclosure Relative to Adopted Agenda

5.

Welcome New Member – Donald Handeland

6.*

Resolution of Appreciation – Madelyn Christiansen
• Suggested motion: move the Commission adopt the Resolution of
Appreciation as written for Commissioner Madelyn Christiansen.

7.*

Approval of Meeting Minutes from January 13, 2021
• Suggested motion: move approval of the meeting minutes from the
January 13, 2021, Commission meeting.

8.*

Determine Spring 2022 Meeting Date
• Wednesday, April 6, 2022
• Suggested motion: move the Commission hold its spring 2022
quarterly meeting on April 6, 2022.

9.

10:10 a.m.

10.*

Public Testimony: Individuals
3-minute limit
Group Representative 5-minute limit
Compliance Activities Report & Institutional Standards and Evaluation
– Tyler Eggen, Institutional Authorization Program Coordinator

11.

11:45 a.m.

University of Alaska Update – Pat Pitney, Interim President

12.

12:05 p.m.

Break – Lunch

*Action Required – motion, second, and roll call vote
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13.

12:45 p.m.

Executive Director Report – Sana Efird

14.*

1:00 p.m.

Resolution to Support SB 94 & HB 114

15.

1:15 p.m.

APS Program Review Presentation – Kerry Thomas, Director of
Program Operations

16.

1:45 p.m.

Management Team Reports:
a. Finance – Julie Pierce
b. Program Operations – Kerry Thomas
c. Communications and Outreach – Kate Hillenbrand
d. Information Support Services – Jamie Oliphant

17.

2:05 p.m.

Commissioner and Department Reports:
a. Alaska Student Loan Corporation – Barbara Adams & Donn Liston
b. Board of Education and Early Development – Keith Hamilton
c. Board of Regents – Dale Anderson & Lisa Parker
d. Student Representative – Madelyn Christiansen
e. Alaska Workforce Investment Board – Cheryl Edenshaw
f. Alaska Access and Completion Network – Written Report

18.

19.*

Miscellaneous:
a. Administrative Action Log
b. Commission Members’ Affiliations
c. Commission Acronyms
d. Future Scheduled Meeting Dates
- July 22, 2021
- October 20, 2021
- January 12, 2022
2:30 p.m.

Adjournment
• Suggested Motion: move the Commission adjourn the April 8, 2021
meeting.

*Action Required – motion, second, and roll call vote
2
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5.) Welcome New Member

Donald Handeland
Alaska Commission on Postsecondary
Education
Seat: General Public
Term: March 2021 - March 2024
Donald Handeland is a Professional
Engineer who has worked on a variety
of construction projects across Alaska.
Most of his work involves transportation
projects in south-central Alaska. He was
born in raised in Nome and graduated
from Mt. Edgecumbe High School in
Sitka. He earned a B.S in Civil
Engineering and Finance from Oregon
State University and an MBA from the
University of Alaska Fairbanks.
While a high school student, Donald served on the Alaska State Board of Education and Early
Development and the Alaska Advisory Task Force on Higher Education and Career Readiness as
the student member.
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6.) Resolution of Appreciation

State of Alaska
Commission on Postsecondary Education
Resolution of Appreciation 2021.03
WHEREAS, Commissioner Madelyn Christiansen, as a representative of Alaska’s associated student body, has faithfully
served on the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education from April 2020 through May 2021; and
WHEREAS, Commissioner Christiansen served as a dedicated liaison between the Commission and Alaska’s students,
ensuring the voices of students were considered in all actions taken by the Commission; and
WHEREAS, as an Alaska Pacific University student and former freshman representative, Commissioner Christiansen offered
valuable insight relating to the perspectives and concerns at the student and campus levels; and
WHEREAS, Commissioner Christiansen, through her active participation, supported the Commission’s mission to provide
financial aid opportunities to ensure access to and success in postsecondary education and career training for current and future
Alaskans.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the members of the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education and its
staff officially recognize Commissioner Christiansen’s service as a member on the Commission and extend this statement of
appreciation for her support and contributions to the Commission’s efforts; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Resolution be appropriately engrossed and conveyed to Commissioner Christiansen
with a copy to be incorporated in the official minutes of the April 8, 2021, meeting of the Commission.

_________________________________
Chair

_________________________________
Sana Efird, Executive Director
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7.) Approval of Minutes

MEETING MINUTES OF THE
ALASKA COMMISSION ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
January 13, 2021
A meeting of the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education (ACPE), conducted
via distance delivery, originated from the office of the Commission at 3030 Vintage Blvd.
Juneau, Alaska on Thursday, January 13, 2021. Chair Les Morse called the meeting to order at
10:00 a.m.
ATTENDEES
Commission members present for all or portions of the meeting: Les Morse, Lisa Parker,
Dale Anderson, Donn Liston, Josh Bicchinella, Representative Harriet Drummond, Barbara
Adams, John Brown, Pearl Brower, Madelyn Christiansen, Lindsay Hallam, and Keith Hamilton.
Commission members absent: Cheryl Edenshaw and Senator Gary Stevens.
Commission staff present for all or portions of the meeting: Sana Efird, Executive
Director; Julie Pierce, CPA, Chief Finance Officer; Kerry Thomas, Director of Program
Operations; Kate Hillenbrand, Director of Communications and Outreach; Jamie Oliphant,
Director of Information Support Services; Tyler Eggen, Institutional Authorization Program
Coordinator; Susan Sonneborn, Assistant Attorney General; and Joseph Felkl, Executive
Secretary.
Presenters in attendance: University of Alaska Interim President Pat Pitney and Dr. Paul
Layer, Vice President of Academics, Students, and Research; and Lee Donner, Regional
Managing Director and Tim Webb, Director for Hilltop Securities Inc.;
Institutional representatives in attendance: Hilton Hallock, Provost for Alaska Pacific
University; Susan and Franz Sigel Shroy, Owners of MetrOasis Advanced Training Center;
Joshua Swayne, Chief Executive Officer, Joel Nelson, Vice President of Academic Operation,
and Alison Roope, Associate Director of Compliance for Charter College; and Sarah Dybdahl,
Chief Administrator for the Tlingit and Haida Vocational Training & Resource Center.
ADOPTION OF AGENDA
Commissioner Brower moved to adopt the agenda of the January 13, 2021,
Commission meeting. Vice Chair Parker seconded the motion. By roll call vote, all
members present voted aye. The motion carried.
ETHICS DISCLOSURE
Commissioner Bicchinella declared a conflict of interest for agenda item ten involving
Charter College and abstained from discussion and voting in that matter.
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NEW MEMBERSHIP
Lindsay Hallam was welcomed as the new private higher education representative on the
Commission.
RESOLUTION OF APPRECIATION
•

Resolution for outgoing members: Dr. Eric Ash and Chair Les Morse.

Vice Chair Parker moved to approve the Resolutions of Appreciation as written for
Dr. Eric Ash and Chair Les Morse. Commissioner Hamilton seconded the motion. By roll
call vote, all members present voted aye. The motion carried.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Commissioner Brower moved to approve the minutes from the October 15, 2020,
Commission meeting as written. Commissioner Brown seconded the motion. By roll call
vote, all members present voted aye. The motion carried.
MEETING DATE
Commissioner Bicchinella moved to schedule the winter 2022 quarterly meeting on
January 12, 2022. Commissioner Brown seconded the motion. By roll call vote, all
members present voted aye. The motion carried.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE APPOINTMENT
Vice Chair Parker moved to confirm the appointment of Commissioner Bicchinella
to the Executive Committee as a temporary replacement for Commissioner Hamilton.
Representative Drummond seconded the motion. By roll call vote, all members present
voted aye, with the exception of Commissioner Bicchinella who abstained. The motion
carried.
PUBLIC TESTIMONY
Chair Morse opened the public testimony period. Malan Paquette provided public
testimony. There being no other testifiers, Chair Morse closed the public testimony period.
INSTITUTIONAL STANDARDS AND EVALUATION
Tyler Eggen, the new Institutional Authorization Program Coordinator, referenced his
written report on recent compliance activities. Information in the report included:
o A status update on two institutional complaints submitted to the Commission.
o Project update on the $15,000 SHEEO Learning Community Grant.
o Highlights of institutional monitoring activities, including removal of probationary
status for the Master’s University and Seminary by its accreditor Western Association
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of Schools and Colleges (WASC), closure of the Seattle University School of Law’s
satellite campus in Anchorage, discontinuation of the Aircraft Dispatcher Specialist
program at Alaska Career College, and notice of a letter from Alaska Christian
College (ACC) to U.S. Department of Education (USDOE) Secretary DeVos
regarding submittal of a loan servicing appeal.
Renewal of Authorization:
•

Alaska Pacific University (Anchorage)

Commissioner Liston moved to approve renewal of authorization through January
31, 2026. The authorization is contingent upon continued accreditation and informing the
Commission of any changes in accreditor status. Commissioner Anderson seconded the
motion. By roll call vote, all members present voted aye. The motion carried.
•

MetrOasis Advanced Training Center (Anchorage)

Commissioner Anderson moved to approve renewal of authorization through
January 31, 2024. Commissioner Bicchinella seconded the motion. By roll call vote, all
members present voted aye. The motion carried.
Program Amendments:
•

Charter College (Anchorage)

Commissioner Brown moved to approve authorization of the Associate of Applied
Science in Nursing – Blended through January 31, 2022, which is commensurate with the
current period of authorization. The authorization is contingent upon informing the
Commission of any changes in accreditor status. Commissioner Hallam seconded the
motion. By roll call vote, all members present voted aye, with the exception of
Commissioner Bicchinella who abstained. The motion carried.
•

Central Council of Tlingit & Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska Vocational Training &
Resource Center (Juneau)

Commissioner Anderson moved to approve authorization of two programs, Child
Development Associate Certificate and First Aid, CPR, AED Certification, through July
30, 2021, which is commensurate with the current period of authorization. Commissioner
Bicchinella seconded the motion. By roll call vote, all members present voted aye. The
motion carried.
ADOPTION OF REGULATION CHANGES
The Commission’s new Institutional Authorization Program Coordinator Tyler Eggen
referenced his written memorandum and discussed the proposed regulations changes to Alaska
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Administrative Code (AAC) Title 20, Chapter 17. The regulations proposed for adoption are
required to bring Alaska into compliance with National Council for State Authorization
Reciprocity Agreements (NC-SARA), State Authorization Reciprocity Agreements Manual 20.2,
Section 2.5(d). Mr. Eggen’s memorandum summarized the reason for the requested changes and
the process for adoption. NC-SARA applies to oversight of postsecondary distance education
across state boundaries. Participating states agree to work in concert with NC-SARA institutions
in other states to protect students to benefit both the states and institutions in providing distance
education. As such, there are uniform processes and policies for reviewing and approving the
eligibility of institutions. In June 2019, a change in NC-SARA policy required states develop
and implement a means to hear and internally resolve appeals from institutions that were denied
participation or renewal in NC-SARA by January 1, 2021. Alaska’s deadline was extended to
June 30, 2021. The appeal process outlined in the proposed regulations mirrors the complaint
appeals process in current regulations. Institutions would have an opportunity upon staff denial
to appeal to the executive director, whose decision may be appealed to the Commission with a
hearing conducted by the Office of Administrative Hearings. The Commission approved
opening the public comment period at its fall meeting and action is needed to adopt the proposed
changes. Executive Secretary Joe Felkl reported notice of the changes was provided in
accordance with Alaska law and no public comment was received. Mr. Eggen recommended the
Commission adopt the changes.
Commissioner Bicchinella moved to adopt regulations changes to Alaska
Administrative Code Title 20 Chapter 17, to comply with NC-SARA, State Authorization
Reciprocity Agreements Manual 20.2, Section 2.5(d). Commissioner Brown seconded the
motion. By roll call vote, all members present voted aye. The motion carried.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR REPORT
Sana Efird formally introduced herself to the Commission as the new Executive Director
and referenced her written report included in the meeting packet. Ms. Efird’s first month has
been focused on meeting with staff, ACPE members and Alaska Student Loan Corporation
(ASLC) board members to begin developing relationships and building a foundational
understanding of the past, present, and future of ACPE. Outgoing Executive Director Stephanie
Butler aided in the transition by facilitating internal meetings to handoff historical information,
conducting new commission member orientation, providing introductions to external partners
and organizations. Ms. Efird provided updates on agency activities. The Commission’s offices
in Juneau and Anchorage remain closed to the public with all services offered virtually, and a
majority of Commission staff continues to telework. Staff are working with State of Alaska
leasing to renegotiate the size of leased space in Juneau, which should result in a smaller
footprint and lease savings. The Commission’s Human Resources Officer position is being held
vacant while staff monitor the State of Alaska’s human resources consolidation. Implementation
is set for February 2021. In the interim, the Department of Education and Early Development’s
Human Resources Officer Bobi Jo Grimes is continuing to provide advising support as needed.
Ms. Efird provided highlights of the Commission’s FY2022 proposed budget. The
governor included the request for $431.5 in Higher Education Investment Funds (HEIF) to
replace ASLC funds and pay the operating costs of Alaska Performance Scholarship (APS),
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Alaska Education Grant (AEG), and WWAMI. Also included in the budget was a $33.5 HEIF
increment to fund WWAMI contractual increases, and the request to delete seven PCNs and
associated budget reduction of $1,057.0 was accepted.
ACPE’s senior management team continue to meet to consider updates for the
Commission’s strategic plan. The Executive Committee met to discuss current progress on the
strategic plan on November 18 and December 16. One of the focal points of strategic planning is
engagement with Alaska’s education stakeholders. Ms. Efird has attended a couple of regular
meetings with education groups and identified collaboration prospects related to ongoing
strategic planning. Additionally, she participated with Director of Operations Kerry Thomas and
Director of Communications and Outreach Kate Hillenbrand in a presentation to the University
of Alaska (UA) Financial Aid Officers (FAO) from Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Juneau. The
focus of this presentation was to help the FAOs understand the benefits for UA students to secure
a State of Alaska loan versus other loan options. Staff are working to develop language that can
be shared with incoming UA students about ACPE and its loan options to increase awareness
and originations for ACPE loans.
Ms. Efird reported on the awarded $786,000 in CARES funds to make grants that would
provide the equivalent of a 0% interest rate to borrowers, similar to the 0% interest benefit
available to borrowers with loans held by the federal government. This amount was determined
based on the estimated number of borrowers experiencing hardship during the initial Governor’s
emergency declaration period ending on November 15. After the Governor extended the
emergency declaration through December 15, the Commission requested and was awarded
supplemental funding in the amount of $73,000 to provide the benefit for the additional 30 days.
The Commission also received funding for the administrative costs of implementing this benefit.
All of the CARES funds were utilized. The number of borrowers who took advantage of this
benefit was 843 for a total of $849,178. Ms. Efird added that she recently received information
that Alaska will be receiving $8.2 million in Governor’s Emergency Education Relief Funds
(GEERF) as part of the latest pandemic bill. $2.8 million will be available for Governor
Dunleavy to distribute to early care and education providers, K-12 schools, institutions of higher
education, and other educational entities with the remaining $5.4 million available as emergency
assistance to non-public schools. ACPE’s management team are again considering opportunities
to request the use of these funds to benefit Alaska’s student loan borrowers.
Ms. Efird provided a few Institutional Authorization updates. Effective January 5,
former Institutional Authorization Program Coordinator Patricia Nickell-Zimmerman handed off
the Institutional Authorization (IA) work to the new incumbent, Tyler Eggen. The project to
update and streamline institutional authorization regulations is ongoing. The regulations changes
are expected to be ready for Commission review and approval for public comment at the April
Commission meeting.
Ms. Efird concluded her report by summarizing planning for the 32nd Alaska State
Legislature and providing a COVID-19 update. Ms. Efird met with the Governor’s new
Legislative Director, Miles Baker, and staff to discuss the Commission’s potential legislation
proposal, and she anticipates additional updates on this topic in the near future. Commission
staff continue to monitor state and national trends related to the impacts of COVID-19 on higher
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education and will provide additional information as current and developing information is
analyzed. Staff are focused on finding opportunities to help support Alaska’s students and
student loan borrowers, especially those impacted by the pandemic. ACPE’S 2021 Higher
Education Almanac will include highlights of COVID-19 impacts to higher education as reported
by Alaska schools thus far. The Commission will continue efforts to collect needed data to
create programs to support and meet students’ needs post-pandemic.
PRESENTATION
•

University of Alaska (UA)

University of Alaska Interim President Pat Pitney provided an update on university
activities. The university system has pivoted to primarily distance-delivered online education.
Across the UA system, there has been a 10% decrease in enrollment compared to the original
estimate of a 15%-20% decrease. First time freshman applications are up, but overall credit
hours are down. President Pitney commented on the impacts of COVID-19 and the university’s
focus on the new normal for Alaska’s higher education community post-COVID. Middle college
interest and success are up, creating a link to Alaska’s high schools and shortening the time
between high school and college credentials.
The university is in the third year of the budget compact with Governor Dunleavy. Over
the last seven years, the university system has seen a 30% budget reduction totaling $120 million
with a $70 million reduction occurring over the last three years as part of the compact. The
university is managing the reductions by thinning programs and is doing what it can to preserve
programs administratively. A heavy emphasis has been put on keeping academic programs and
access points open for students across Alaska. The university is also focusing on its link to
Alaska’s workforce and economy. Today, there are 230 nurses graduating annually, with 750
graduates overall in the healthcare field, and these graduates are immediately getting jobs in
Alaska. Another increasing job field is engineering. Alaska now has 240 engineers graduating
every year that are receiving jobs in Alaska. Another bright spot has been the university’s
process technology program. Over 90 percent of graduates are going straight into the workforce.
The university continues to monitor and find ways to improve Alaska’s economy. President
Pitney commented that the university’s biggest competitor is individuals not going to college and
highlighted the need to redouble efforts to demonstrate how postsecondary training is essential
for individuals’ and our state’s future. She looks forward to working with ACPE to promote
Alaskans going to college. President Pitney concluded her report by highlighting the importance
of the Alaska Performance Scholarship (APS) and Alaska Education Grant (AEG) and noting the
university’s technical education funding will sunset this year. The university will be requesting a
five-year renewal of the funding from the legislature.
University of Alaska Vice President of Academics, Students & Research, Dr. Paul Layer,
PhD, added that the university is looking at its role in preparing K-12 teachers and in helping the
state achieve its goals for the teacher education system. The university is working with ACPE to
find ways to demonstrate the value of higher education and improve FAFSA completion along
with accessibility of higher education in Alaska. Dr. Layer emphasized that higher education is
critical in helping the state rebound from the economic downturn caused by COVID-19.
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PRESENTATION
•

Commission: Complaints & Appeals

Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education Customer Service Supervisor Nancy
Womack and Operations Analyst Adam Weed provided a presentation on the Commission’s
complaint and appeals processes. The presentation provided information to commission
members on the history of the Commission’s role relative to complaints and appeals; differences
between complaints and appeals, and how they may (or may not) relate to default; ACPE’s
statutory and regulatory responsibilities related to responding to complaints and appeals;
borrower rights; and ACPE’s default and complaint prevention efforts. Staff reviewed the
process and procedures for verbal complaints, written complaints and considerations for special
circumstances. Staff also reviewed the Commission’s appeals processes along with information
about the different types of appeals.
Discussion: Commissioner Anderson asked about skip-tracing methods, and Mr. Weed reported
on the Commission’s skip-tracing efforts. Vice Chair Parker inquired about the amount of
complaints as a percentage of loans. Ms. Womack replied about 10 percent for verbal
complaints and around 5 percent for written complaints.
PRESENTATION
•

Student Loan Lending

Commission members heard a presentation from ASLC’s financial advisor Hilltop
Securities Inc. Regional Managing Director Lee Donner reviewed Hilltop’s role with the
Corporation. Hilltop initially served in a bond advisor role until the end of the Federal Family
Education Loan Program. After the termination of the program in July 2010, Hilltop took on the
role of a program advisor. The Corporation could no longer originate FFELP loans and reverted
to being solely an alternative student loan provider. Hilltop switched to supporting the
development of programs and helping revive ASLC’s alternative student loan portfolio. Mr.
Donner provided some additional information on the history of Hilltop Securities Inc. Hilltop is
a registered broker dealer that primarily serves as a public finance firm providing underwriting
and financial advisor services. Hilltop has had an active presence in Alaska for many years
going back to being a financial advisor on the Alaska pipeline. Hilltop has 768 employees with
48 offices in 19 states and is ranked as the number one financial advisor in student loan finance
in the country. Mr. Donner noted that Hilltop does not do any financial advisor work for forprofit student lenders and is required by law to act as a fiduciary.
Tim Webb added that Hilltop began its relationship with ASLC in late 2010 after the
auction rate market failed as a result of the collapse of the financial markets. Hilltop worked
with ASLC on the failed auction rates and with US Bank and the State of Alaska to generate a
liquidity facility for ASLC bonds in 2012. After the crash, there was an issue in being able to
finance FFELP loans. The federal government came up with the Straight A commercial paper
conduit, and Hilltop assisted in gaining access to the conduit. Hilltop also helped restructure
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ASLC’s 2013 bonds. Most recently, they have run multiple sets of cash flows on existing trusts.
Since ASLC has not been in the capital markets for many years, Hilltop has focused on assisting
with altering the Corporation’s loan programs to offer a more desirable loan option to Alaska’s
student loan borrowers. In assisting ASLC in growing and expanding its loan portfolio, Hilltop
paid special attention to the underwriting criteria to make sure that if the Corporation ever
needed liquidity for financing, the loans held would be of a credit quality to find a ready market
for a refinancing or permanent financing.
Mr. Donner highlighted the challenges faced by student loan lenders across the country.
Lenders have been working in an adverse environment for some time. There has been a growing
sense that loaning to students is somehow an inherently predatory activity, and there is a hostility
towards the practice. There has also been considerable talk about how college should be free and
student loans should be forgiven. On a state level, focus has increased on licensing requirements
for student loan lenders and debt collectors. State legislation has been introduced across the
country to regulate student loan lending related activities. Another challenge has evolved related
to what is left of the ASLC’s FFELP portfolio. Introduction of income based repayment
programs have slowed down the amortization of FFELP loans. Additionally, there is political
pressure for private lenders to follow suit on loan forgiveness if that were to happen at a federal
level. Another recent challenge is increases in forbearances and deferments related to COVID19. Mr. Donner concluded his report by highlighting challenges unique to the Alaska Student
Loan program. ASLC has experienced significant portfolio run-off since the termination of
FFELP in 2010. Eligibility criteria for FFELP loans was very simple, and thus loan volume was
much higher. Without the ability to offer loans under that program, originations declined
rapidly, and at the same time, the Corporation’s outstanding loan portfolio has been declining.
The Corporation must now find ways to increase loan volume with only the private loan program
while ensuring that it is not making loans with potential economic losses as a result of default.
MANAGEMENT TEAM REPORTS
Finance – Julie Pierce, CPA, Chief Finance Officer, referenced the proposed FY2022 Operating
Budget summary in her written report and noted a few changes to the budget compared to the
FY2021 budget. In her report, Ms. Pierce also summarized the FY2021 Operating Budget and
actual expenditures and encumbrances.
Program Operations – Kerry Thomas, Director of Program Operations, reported on ACPE’s loan
volume, which is down 30% compared to this time last year. She stated the declines go beyond
decreases in enrollment related to COVID-19, and she expects declines to continue through the
next academic year. One of the biggest challenges is data informing the reasons for the declines
will not be available until fall 2021. Ms. Thomas also detailed outsourcing efforts for ACPE’s
state loan programs. Ms. Thomas concluded her report by providing updates on various ACPE
publications, including the Alaska Performance Scholarship (APS) Outcomes Report and 10year lookback and the 2021 Alaska Higher Education Almanac.
Communications and Outreach – Kate Hillenbrand, Director of Communications and Outreach,
provided an update on outreach activities. This past quarter, the outreach team held 132 virtual
sessions reaching nearly 1,800 students, school staff, counselors, and families across Alaska. The
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Success Center implemented a virtual appointment-booking platform, which allows the public to
view Success Center staff availability each week and book their own appointments. Additionally,
staff have begun work on creating a video resource library that will be hosted on the Success
Center website. This resource library will offer content on topics including, FAFSA completion,
ACPE loan programs and interest rates, FAQs APS/AEG, Funding Your Future, and more.
Information Support Services – Jamie Oliphant, Director of Information Support Services (ISS),
provided a high-level overview of recent projects. This past quarter, the ISS team has focused on
working collaboratively with other divisions on the alternative loan outsourcing project. ISS also
assisted in implementing the CARES Act 0% interest benefit. Other projects include the Alaska
Presence Benefit Posting, annual software updates to ACPE’s website operating system, 2020
IRS reporting, decommissioning the Outcomes program, various software enhancements, and
supporting ACPE’s virtual workforce.
Human Resources – written report included in the meeting packet.
COMMISSIONER REPORTS
Alaska Student Loan Corporation – Commissioner Adams reported on Corporation activities.
Over the past quarter, the Corporation held a full board meeting and two subcommittee meetings,
which focused on reviewing and discussing the Corporation’s investment policy and transferring
of asset management from U.S. Bank to the Alaska Department of Revenue.
Board of Education and Early Development – Commissioner Hamilton reported on the reopening
of Mt. Edgecombe High School and CARES Act funds administered by DEED for school
districts and broadband assistance.
UA Board of Regents – Commissioner Anderson provided notice of an upcoming BOR meeting
in February. He also reported UA’s enrollment decline was less than anticipated. Vice Chair
Parker commented on the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) downhill ski team’s fund
raising efforts; the program will be reviewed for reinstatement at the upcoming meeting.
Student Representative – Commissioner Christiansen reported on a difficult school year related
to the COVID-19 pandemic and commented on the need for more relief funds for students.
Alaska Workforce Investment Board – no report with Commissioner Edenshaw absent from the
meeting.
Executive Committee – Commissioner Brower summarized the two Executive Committee
meetings held in November and December. The Committee has been collaborating with staff on
agency strategic planning, including setting a timeline, reviewing ACPE’s mission, vision, and
goals, and discussing a survey of Alaska’s education stakeholders to gather feedback.
Network Report – written report provided in the meeting packet.
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ADJOURN
There being no further business to discuss, Commissioner Brower moved to
adjourn. Vice Chair Parker seconded the motion. By a roll call vote, all members present
voted aye. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at approximately 2:40 p.m.
Approved by:
Chair
Date
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X
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Phone: 907.465.6741
acpe.alaska.gov

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education Members

THROUGH:

Sana Efird, Executive Director

FROM:

Tyler Eggen, Institutional Authorization Program Coordinator

DATE:

March 18, 2021

RE:

Compliance Activities Report for April 8, 2021
________________________________________________________

First Quarter Applications
•

Renewal of Authorization
Alaska Vocational Training Center
Center for Employment Education
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University
Yuut Elitnaurviat- Peoples Learning Center

•

Amendment to Authorization
Alaska Pacific University- three new programs, one new location
Charter College - program amendment
Hair Science- program amendment
MetrOasis Advance Training Center- location amendment
Vocational Training and Resource Center - four new programs

•

Institutions qualifying for exemption from authorization in the first quarter.
Commission Meeting
January 2021

1|Page
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Location
Alaska
Out-of-State

Initial Certification
0
2

Recertification
2
7

Institutional Monitoring
Alaska Pacific University has named Dr. Hilton Hallock as Acting President after Valerie
Davidson is taking an interim role as President of the Alaska Native Tribal Health
Consortium.
Alaska Academy of Advanced Cosmetology has reduced the tuition of the non-chemical
barbering program to adjust to actual cost of tuition and materials.
Complaints
When complaints arise, our regulatory complaint procedure requires that students attempt to
resolve matters with their institution through the institution’s grievance policy. Generally, there
is resolution at this point. However, if resolution cannot be reached, the student may file a formal
written complaint with the Commission.
There are no new formal complaints being investigated this quarter. The outstanding complaint
from the previous quarter’s commission meeting had the opportunity to request for
reconsideration, however, that deadline has now expired and the complaint is now closed.
Learning Community Grant – Regulations and Outcomes
In February 2020, a $15,000 grant was awarded to the Commission from the State
Higher Education Executive Officers Association (SHEEO), with an 18-month window to
complete work in two areas, the modernization of institutional authorization regulations and
the development of standardized outcome metrics. The project is on schedule to meet the goal
of adoption by the Commission in 2021. As the new IA Program Coordinator, I have been
reviewing the project since the Commission’s last meeting in January 2021. The proposed
changes have been submitted to the Department of Law for an initial legal review. The
proposed regulations are substantial, including approximately forty pages of regulatory
changes. At this stage, it is anticipated that the proposed changes will go before the
Commission at the July 2021 meeting to open the public comment period with adoption of the
changes to be considered at the October 2021 meeting. Between the April and July meetings,
the Institutional Standards and Evaluation Committee will meet as a recommending body and
communication with interest groups will be scheduled.
Commission Meeting
January 2021

2|Page
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National Council for State Authorization Reciprocity Agreement- Regulations
At its last meeting on January 13, 2021, the Commission adopted regulations changes to
Alaska Administrative Code Title 20 Chapter 17, to comply with NC SARA, State Authorization
Reciprocity Agreements Manual 20.2, Section 2.5 (d). As a recap, NC-SARA applies to oversight
of postsecondary distance education across state boundaries. Participating states agree to
work in concert with NC-SARA institutions in other states to protect students to benefit both
the states and institutions in providing distance education. As such, there are uniform
processes and policies for reviewing and approving the eligibility of institutions. In June of
2019, NC-SARA recognized that in the evaluation process, there was no mechanism for a denied
institution to appeal for reconsideration. Consequently, there was a NC-SARA policy change in
which states would be required by January 1, 2021, to develop and implement a means to hear
and internally resolve appeals from institutions that were denied participation or renewal in
NC-SARA. Alaska’s deadline was extended to June 30, 2021, and we are on track to meet that
deadline. Since Commission regulations already provide for an appeal process for denied
exemption applications, the adopted regulations modify 20 AAC 17.018 to include appeals from
institutions denied participation in NC-SARA. The appeal process mirrors the complaint appeal
process already in place. An institution would have the opportunity, upon staff denial, to
appeal to the executive director whose decision may then be appealed to the commission for
an administrative hearing. The adopted regulations have been submitted to the Department of
Law for a final legal review. Upon completing the review, the Department of Law will either
approve or disapprove the regulations and transmit them to the Lieutenant Governor’s office
for filing. Unless returned by the lieutenant governor, the Lt. Governor’s office files the
approved regulations, which become effective 30 days after filing.
Accreditation changes from US Department of Education
It was brought to our attention this quarter that the US Department of Education
(USDoE) published final regulations relating to the accreditation of institutions of higher
education that were effective July, 2020. The USDoE was aware that some states have
enacted laws and policies that treat institutions and the students who attend them
differently based solely on whether the institution is accredited by a “national”
accrediting agency or a “regional” accrediting agency.
For example, some states limit opportunities to occupational license requirements or
transfer of credits to students who attended a national or regional accredited
institution. Due to USDoE holding all accrediting agencies to the same standards,
dictions between regional and national accrediting agencies were unfounded. USDoE
determined that most regional accreditors operate well outside of their historic
geographic borders, primarily through the accreditation of branch campuses and
additional locations. As a result, the new regulations have removed geography from an
accrediting agency’s scope. Instead of distinguishing between regional and national
accrediting agencies, the USDoE will distinguish only between institutional and
Commission Meeting
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programmatic accrediting agencies, and no longer use the terms “regional” or
“national” to refer to an accrediting agency.
Due to new staff in institutional authorization, staff is working with other people and
entities who have historical backgrounds with institutional authorization to understand
these changes and how they affect state authorization and institutional accreditation.
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Phone: 907.465.6741
EED.ACPE-IA@alaska.gov
acpe.alaska.gov

Staff Report
Alaska Vocational Training Center
Renewal of Authorization

___________________________________________________
Summary
Alaska Vocational Training Center (AVTC) has been offering a Nurse Aid Training program (CNA) since
2016. Since that time, the institution has been operating under the approval of the Alaska Board of
Nursing (BON). Marcus Murchison, who is the primary instructor, owns the school. The commission is
reviewing this application because in the future, the school would like to offer a licensed practical nurse
(LPN) program, which requires one year of authorization to apply for accreditation.
Owner & Administrator
Address
Year Founded
Authorized Since
Surety Amount/Type
Fee Paid

Marcus Murchison
1565 Bragaw St #104
Anchorage, AK 99503
2016
2020
$10,000 / Bond
$2,500

FY Tuition Revenue
Pass rate of institution
Pass rate required by BON
FY 2020 Enrollment
FY 2020 Completion Rate
FY 2020 Placement Rate
Financial Statements

$195K
81%
80%
129
100%
unknown
Financially
Sound

Background and Future Aspirations
In accordance with 20 AAC 17.015(3), a CNA program is exempt from authorization since it is regulated
by another state agency. The BON oversees CNA, LPN and RN training programs in Alaska. Under their
regulations, both LPN and RN training programs must be accredited by two bodies – either a national or
regional accreditor, as well as, the Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing (ACEN), a
specialty nursing accreditor. Therefore, in order to offer LPN training, AVTC must obtain BON approval,
Commission authorization, national or regional accreditation and specialty accreditation. Mr. Murchison
has identified the following path to achievement:
• seek and maintain ACPE authorization for one year
• apply to the Council on Occupational Education (COE) for national accreditation
• once accreditation is achieved, apply to ACPE to add the LPN program
• once LPN program is approved by ACPE, apply to COE to add the LPN program
• once COE has approved the LPN program, apply to ACEN for specialty accreditation
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Note that this process could take four to six years. The BON has provisionally approved the LPN
program at their February 2020 meeting, but it cannot be offered until it is authorized and accredited.
CNA Schedule
The CNA program offered by AVTC is an intensive program offered 3 days a week, 12 hours a day for 6
weeks. The schedule is designed so that a student may maintain a job while in school. The program
curriculum is approved by the BON. According to 12 AAC 44.858 Training Program Pass Rate, a BON
approved certified nurse aide training program must achieve at least an 80% cumulative annual pass
rate for first time test takers. AVTC’s pass rate is 81%. AVTC and IA have discussed the implementation
of surveys to report on employment of students within three months of a student’s receipt of
certification.
Program name
Nurse Aid

Program length
140 hrs.

Tuition and Fees
$2583.00

Site Visit
Staff performed a site visit on February 26, 2020 and found the site to be in compliance with all
applicable requirements.
Evaluation
Minimum Standards Component - AS 14.48.060
1. Program and courses meet stated objectives

Staff Evaluation/Comments
Board of Nursing-approved curriculum
preparatory for the CNA licensing exam
Observed during site visit 02/2020. Approved by
Board of Nursing
Compliant licenses
Compliant
Certificate awarded
Reviewed at site visit 02/2020. Advised of
placement reporting requirements on future
renewals.
Fire inspection received; no observations of noncompliance with other applicable laws
Compliant
Compliant
Background check - no adverse findings
N/A
Reviewed and documented
Compliant

2. Adequacy of space, equipment, and resources
3. Appropriateness of staff/faculty credentials
4. Catalog/brochure compliance
5. Credential compliance
6. Adequacy of records
7. Compliance with applicable laws
8. Financial soundness
9. Advertising and sales
10. Administrators are of good reputation
11. Student housing, if any
12. Refund policy compliance
13. Costs and charges compliance
Recommendation
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The Alaska Vocational Training Center has been operating successfully for five years and authorized by
the Commission for one year. It will continue to have extensive oversight from the Alaska Board of
Nursing. Therefore, the staff recommends renewal of authorization for three years, through April 30,
2024. Additional programs will require a program amendment application. Should the institution pursue
accreditation, the commission would request copies of communications with accrediting bodies.
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Phone: 907.465.6741
Tyler.eggen@alaska.gov
acpe.alaska.gov

Staff Report
Center for Employment Education
Renewal of Authorization
______________________________________________________
Summary
Center for Employment Education (CEE), a non-profit corporation that has operated in Anchorage
since 1994, offers authorized and exempt instruction in professional truck driving, hazardous
materials training, and construction technology. Their most popular authorized course, the 6Week Basic Driver Training, is certified by the Professional Truck Driver Institute (PTDI), a national
organization that sets standards for the industry. Driver training is also overseen by the Alaska
Department of Administration, Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV). CEE is approved by the DMV as
a commercial and non-commercial driving school and as a road skills test facility, which allows
their licensed staff to conduct road skills exams.
Chief Administrator

John Lovdahl, President

Address

520 E. 34th Ave. Ste 201
Anchorage, AK 99503
Year Founded
1994
Authorized Since
1994
Surety Amount /Type $ 20,000 / Bond
Fee Paid
$ 2,500

Complaints

none

FY20 Enrollment

30

FY20 Tuition & Fees Revenue
FY20 Graduation Rate
FY20 Placement Rate
Financial Statements

$543,728
83%
100%
Financially
sound

Evaluation
Minimum Standards Component - AS 14.48.060

Staff Evaluation/Comments
Commission Meeting
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1. Program and courses meet stated objectives

Industry-recognized curriculum that prepares
students for immediate employment
2. Adequacy of space, equipment, and resources Physical site visit to be scheduled when IA staff
has permission to travel
Approved by DMV and PTDI
3. Appropriateness of staff/faculty credentials
4. Catalog/brochure compliance
5. Credential compliance
6. Adequacy of records
7. Compliance with applicable laws
8. Financial soundness
9. Advertising and sales
10. Administrators are of good reputation
11. Student housing, 3 on-campus options
12. Refund policy compliance
13. Costs and charges compliance

Verified
Compliant
Certificate and diploma
Compliant; virtual review conducted
Virtual review completed, physical site visit to
be scheduled
Compliant
Compliant
No adverse findings
N/A
Reviewed
Reviewed

Review
Most of the students that attend CEE are already working and their employer is requiring and
paying for the CDL training. CEE’s business clients include the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, Alaska Dept. of Labor and the Alaska Railroad. CEE also offers short courses of
study such as Hazardous Waste Operations & Emergency Response, 20 hour CDL A license and B
license training, Long Commercial Vehicle for experienced drivers, Forklift Training, Flagger
Training and OSHA courses.
During the COVID-19 health crisis, all driving schools in Alaska, including the Center for
Employment Education, were authorized to operate in the State as Commissioner Mackinnon of
the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities determined commercial driving
training programs as an essential business during the health crisis.
A virtual review of student records was conducted during the renewal of authorization application
process with no issues identified. A physical site inspection will take place when staff are
authorized to travel.
Staff finds the application is in compliance with applicable statutes and regulations.
Recommendation for Commission Action:
Staff recommends renewal of authorization for three years through April 30, 2024 contingent
upon continued accreditation.
Commission Meeting
April 2021
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Programs
Program name

Program length

Tuition/Fee Cost

CDL A – 6-Week Basic Driver Training

265 clock hrs

$ 8,200

CDL A – 3-Week Fast Track

93 clock hrs

$ 6,500
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Phone: 907.465.6741
Tyler.eggen@alaska.gov
acpe.alaska.gov

Staff Report
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Renewal of Authorization
______________________________________________________
Summary
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU) is a private, nonprofit university specializing in
aerospace education and applied research. Founded in 1926, ERAU main campuses are in
Daytona Beach, FL, and Prescott, AZ, and 135 branch locations worldwide, a large number of
which are on military bases, as well as online programs. All campuses are regionally accredited by
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC).
Chief Administrator Dr. John R. Watret

Complaints

none

Address

FY19 Fall Enrollment

239

Year Founded

1 Aerospace Blvd.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114

1926

Authorized Since
2014
Surety Amount /Type $ 50,000 / Bond
Fee Paid
$ 2,500

FY19 Tuition & Fees Revenue
FY19 Retention Rate
FY19 Graduation Rate
Financial Statements

* Not a meaningful calculation as a very small number of students attend full-time

$290,498,000
N/A*
N/A*
Financially
sound
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Evaluation
Minimum Standards Component - AS 14.48.060
1. Program and courses meet stated objectives1

Staff Evaluation/Comments
Institution is accredited by the SASCSCOC and
compliant
2. Adequacy of space, equipment, and resources Site visit to be scheduled when IA staff has
permission to travel.
3. Appropriateness of staff/faculty credentials
4. Catalog/brochure compliance
5. Credential compliance
6. Adequacy of records
7. Compliance with applicable laws
8. Financial soundness
9. Advertising and sales
10. Administrators are of good reputation
11. Student housing
12. Refund policy compliance
13. Costs and charges compliance

Verified
Compliant
Certificate and diploma
Compliant; virtual review conducted
Virtual review completed, physical site visit to
be scheduled
Compliant
Compliant
No adverse findings
N/A
Reviewed
Reviewed

In accordance with 20 AAC 14.48.060 (c), Accreditation by national or regional accrediting agencies recognized by the
commission may be accepted by the commission as evidence of compliance with the minimum standards established
by this section…

1

Review
Embry-Riddle has two locations that are located on Joint Base Elmendorf Richardson (JBER), one
as Embry-Riddle Anchorage Campus and the other as Embry-Riddle Fort Richardson Campus. Both
campus locations offer associate, bachelors, and master’s degrees, as well as undergraduate
certificates. The courses are taught through a series of learning modalities, including online,
classroom, and virtual classroom instruction. The campus serves military members and their
families, as well as civilians cleared to enter the base.
A virtual review of student records was conducted during the renewal of authorization application
process with no issues identified. A physical site inspection will take place when staff are
authorized to travel.
Staff finds the application is in compliance with applicable statutes and regulations.
Recommendation for Commission Action:
Staff recommends renewal of authorization for five years through April 30, 2026 contingent upon
continued accreditation. Any changes to accreditor status are to be provided to the commission.
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2020-2021 PROGRAMS
Program or Major

Tuition

60

Credential
Earned
Associate of
Science
Associate of
Science
Associate of Science

65

Associate of Science

$27,855.00

60

Associate of Science

$25,740.00

120
120

Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Science

$51,480.00
$51,480.00

120

Bachelor of Science

$51,480.00

120

Bachelor of Science

$51,480.00

120

Bachelor of Science

$51,480.00

128

Bachelor of Science

$52,338.00

120

Bachelor of Science

$51,480.00

120

Bachelor of Science

$51,480.00

121

Bachelor of Science

$51,909.00

120

Bachelor of Science

$51,480.00

120

Bachelor of Science

$51,480.00

30

Master of Science

$21,420

Master of Business Administration in
Aviation

33

Master of
Business

I$23,562.00

Master of Systems Engineering

30

Master of Science

$21,420.00

Associate of Science Aeronautics
Associate of Science Aviation
Business Administration
Associate of Science Aviation
Maintenance
Associate of Science Engineering
Fundamentals
Associate of Science Engineering
Fundamentals
Bachelor of Science Aeronautics
Bachelor of Science Aviation
Business Administration
Bachelor of Science Aviation
Maintenance
Bachelor of Science
Communication
Bachelor of Science Emergency
Services
Bachelor of Science Engineering
Technology
Bachelor of Science
Interdisciplinary Studies
Bachelor of Science Logistics and
Supply Chain Management
Bachelor of Science Safety
Management
Bachelor of Science Technical
Management
Bachelor of Science Unmanned
Systems Applications
Master of Science Aeronautics

Clock/Credit
Hrs.
60
60

$25,740.00
$25,740.00
$25,740.00
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Master of Science in Cybersecurity
Management

30

Master of Science

$21,420.00

Master of Science in Engineering
Management

36

Master of Science

$25,704.00

Master of Science in Human Factors

30-33

Master of Science

$21,420.00

Master of Science in Human Security
and Resilience

30

Master of Science

$21,420.00

Master of Science in Information
Security and Assurance

33

Master of Science

$23,562.00

Master of Science inLeadership

30

Master of Science

$21,420.00

Master of Science in Logistics & Supply
Chain Management

30

Master of Science

$21,420.00

Master of Science inManagement

30

Master of Science

I $21,420.00

Master of Science in Management
Information Systems

30-33

Master of Science

$21,420.00

Master of Science in Occupational
Safety Management

30

Master of Science

$21,420.00

Master of Science in Project
Management

30

Master of Science

$21,420.00

Doctor of Philosophy in Aviation

60

Doctor of
Philosophy

$73,980.00

Certificate of
Completion

$7,7200

Certificate in Aviation Maintenance
Technology

18
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Phone: 907.465.6741
Tyler.eggen@alaska.gov
acpe.alaska.gov

Staff Report
Yuut Elitnaurviat- Peoples Learning Center
Renewal of Authorization
______________________________________________________
Summary
Yuut Elitnaurviat – People’s Learning Center is a non-profit regional training center located in
Bethel, whose mission is to provide education and training to residents of the Yukon-Kuskokwim
Delta region so they can obtain gainful employment in high-wage local jobs. Programs include
courses offered in partnership with UAF that qualify for college credit, a CDL course certified by
the Professional Truck Driver Institute (PTDI), and construction courses taught by a National
Center for Construction Education & Research (NCCER) Master Trainer. Both PTDI and NCCER are
national professional organizations that set standards for training. Driver training is also overseen
by the Alaska Department of Administration, Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV). Yuut Elitnaurviat
is approved by the DMV as a commercial and non-commercial driving school and as a road skills
test facility, which allows their licensed staff to conduct road skills exams.
Chief Administrator

Michael J. Hoffman,
Executive Director
Address
610 Akiachak Dr.
Bethel,AK 99559
Year Founded
2002
Authorized Since
2016
Surety Amount /Type $ 30,000 / Bond
Fee Paid
$ 2,500

Complaints

none

FY20 Fall Enrollment

1980

FY19 Tuition & Fees Revenue
FY20 Graduation Rate
FY20 Placement Rate
Financial Statements

$592,916
90%
100%
Financially
sound
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Evaluation
Minimum Standards Component - AS 14.48.060
1. Program and courses meet stated objectives1

Staff Evaluation/Comments
Yes, programs are designed to meet local
industry needs
2. Adequacy of space, equipment, and resources Physical site visit to be scheduled when IA staff
has permission to travel
Approved by PTDI/DMV for CDL programs
3. Appropriateness of staff/faculty credentials
4. Catalog/brochure compliance
5. Credential compliance
6. Adequacy of records
7. Compliance with applicable laws
8. Financial soundness
9. Advertising and sales
10. Administrators are of good reputation
11. Student housing, 3 on-campus options
12. Refund policy compliance
13. Costs and charges compliance

Verified
Compliant
Diploma and Certificate
Compliant; virtual review conducted
Virtual review completed, physical site visit to
be scheduled
Compliant
Compliant
No adverse findings
Appear appropriate, safe and adequate
Reviewed
Reviewed

In accordance with 20 AAC 14.48.060 (c), Accreditation by national or regional accrediting agencies recognized by the
commission may be accepted by the commission as evidence of compliance with the minimum standards established
by this section…

1

Review
The majority of courses are only offered on-demand, such as when an employer requests training
for employees. Most of the trainings conducted are paid for by employers or by grants and the
Center is largely funded through federal and state grants. The Board of Directors is composed of
nine representatives of Yukon-Kuskokwim based organizations such as Calista Corp., Lower
Kuskokwim School Dist., Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corp. and University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF)
– Kuskokwim Campus.
A virtual review of student records was conducted during the renewal of authorization application
process with no issues identified. A physical site inspection will take place when staff are
authorized to travel.
Staff finds the application is in compliance with applicable statutes and regulations.
Recommendation for Commission Action:
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Staff recommends renewal of authorization for three years through April 30, 2024 contingent
upon continued accreditation.

Program or Major

Total Clock/Credit
Hours

Credential Earned

Total Tuition

YAMT 101- Aviation Maintenance
Technician: General

426 hours

YE Certificate,
FAA Certificate

$10,000

YAMT 201 - Aviation Maintenance
Technician: Airframe
YAMT 202 - Aviation Maintenance
Technician: Powerplant
CONS 106 - Construction Mathematics

774 hours

$15,000

CONS 110 - Residential Carpentry
Level I
CONS 115 - Residential Carpentry
Level II
CONS 150 - Residential Plumbing Level
I
CONS 170 - Residential Electrical Level
I
EQIP 115 - Forklift Operation and
Safety
EQIP 119 - TLL-Swing Cab Crane
Operator
RFMT 100 - Workplace Fundamentals

160 hours

40 hours

YE Certificate,
FAA Certificate
YE Certificate,
FAA Certificate
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate

80 hours

YE Certificate

$3,000

80 hours

$3,000

RFMT 102 - Facility Maintenance
Fundamentals
RFMT 105 - Maintenance Carpentry
Level I
RFMT 107 - Gypsum Drywall and
Finishing
RFMT 108 - Toyo Installation,
Troubleshooting,Repair
RFMT 109 - Boiler Troubleshooting and
Burner Repair
RFMT 110 - Boiler Operator,
Troubleshooting and Repair
RFMT 120 - Electrical Maintenance
Fundamentals
RFMT 129 - Low Voltage Electrical
Fundamentals
RFMT 140 - Potable Water Systems

80 hours

RFMT 150 - Wastewater Systems

40 hours

RFMT 160 - Plumbing and Electrical
Fixtures
RFMT 170 - Fleet Maintenance and
Operations Fundamentals

80 hours

YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit

756 hours
80 hours

160 hours
80 hours
80 hours

160 hours
40 hours
40 hours
40 hours
80 hours
80 hours
40 hours
40 hours

40 hours

.

$15,000
$3,000
$6,000
$6,000
$3,000
$3,000
$1,500

$3,000
$6,000
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$3,000
$3,000
$1,500
$1,500
$1,500
$3,000
$1,500
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WELD 100 - Introduction to Welding
and Fabrication
WELD 101- Welding Safety and Theory

120 hours

$4,875

40 hours

YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate,
YE Certificate,
NCCER Credit
YE Certificate

WELD 102 - Arc Welding and Basic
Layout
WELD 203 - General Steel Welding and
Fabrication Techniques
WELD 206 - Structural Tubing, Vertical,
and Overhead Welding
WELD 211- Structural Welding and
Fabrication Techniques
WELD 212 - Marine Aluminum Welding
and Fabrication Techniques
WELD 304 - Specialty Equipment
Welding and Design
WELD 306 - Advanced Structural
Tubing, Vertical, and Overhead Welding
WELD 311- Pipeline and Related
Component Welding
WIND 100 - Wind Turbine Technician
Assistant
DEVS 101- Word 2016 Basic
DEVS 102 - Word 2016 Intermediate
DEVS 103 - Word 2016 Advanced
DEVS 104 - Excel 2016 Basic

160 hours

8 hours
8 hours
8 hours
8 hours

YE Certificate
YE Certificate
YE Certificate
YE Certificate

$35
$35
$35
$35

DEVS 105 - Excel 2016 Intermediate
DEVS 120 - QuickBooks Essentials
DRIV 100 - State of Alaska Instructional
Permit
DRIV 101- Driver Education
DRIV 102 - Defensive Driving
DRIV 150 - Commercial Driver License
(CDL) Training

8 hours
24 hours
4 hours

$35
$790
$35

HLTH F107 - Nurse Aide Training

240 hours

HLTH F111- Personal Care Attendant
Training

88 hours

HLTH F113 - Personal Care Attendant
to Nurse Aide Bridge

88 hours

SAFT 100 - Village Police Officer
(VPO)/Tribal Police Officer (TPO)
Academy

120 hours

YE Certificate
YE Certificate
Instructional
Permit
YE Certificate
YE Certificate
Class A CDL, YE
Certificate, PTDI
Certificate
Certified Nurse
Aide License, YE
Certificate, UAF
Credit
Personal Care
Attendant License,
YE
Certificate, UAF
Credit
Certified Nurse
Aide License, YE
Certificate, UAF
Credit
YE Certificate,
State of Alaska
Certificate

160 hours

160 hours
160 hours
160 hours
160 hours
160 hours
80 hours
160 hours

8 hours
8 hours
240 hours

$6,500
$6,500
$6,500
$6,500
$6,500
$6,500
$6,500
$3,250
$6,500
$1,500

$425
$60
$6,000
$2,750

$1,890

$1,890

$4,500
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SAFT 101- Advanced Village Police
Officer (VPO)/Tribal Police Officer
(TPO) Academy
DRIV 100 - State of Alaska Instructional
Permit
DRIV 101- Driver Education

80 hours

YE Certificate

$3,050

4 hours

Instructional
Permit
YE Certificate

$35

DRIV 102 - Defensive Driving
DRIV 150 - Commercial Driver License
(CDL) Training

8 hours
240 hours

$60
$6,000

HLTH F107 - Nurse Aide Training

240 hours

HLTH F111- Personal Care Attendant
Training

88 hours

HLTH F113 - Personal Care Attendant
to Nurse Aide Bridge

88 hours

SAFT 100 - Village Police Officer
(VPO)/Tribal Police Officer (TPO)
Academy
SAFT 101- Advanced Village Police
Officer (VPO)/Tribal Police Officer
(TPO) Academy
DRIV 100 - State of Alaska Instructional
Permit
DRIV 101- Driver Education
DRIV 102 - Defensive Driving
DRIV 150 - Commercial Driver License
(CDL) Training

120 hours

YE Certificate
Class A CDL, YE
Certificate, PTDI
Certificate
Certified Nurse
Aide License, YE
Certificate, UAF
Credit
Personal Care
Attendant License,
YE
Certificate, UAF
Credit
Certified Nurse
Aide License, YE
Certificate, UAF
Credit
YE Certificate,
State of Alaska
Certificate
YE Certificate

$35

HLTH F107 - Nurse Aide Training

240 hours

HLTH F111- Personal Care Attendant
Training

88 hours

HLTH F113 - Personal Care Attendant
to Nurse Aide Bridge

88 hours

SAFT 100 - Village Police Officer
(VPO)/Tribal Police Officer (TPO)
Academy
SAFT 101- Advanced Village Police
Officer (VPO)/Tribal Police Officer
(TPO) Academy

120 hours

Instructional
Permit
YE Certificate
YE Certificate
Class A CDL, YE
Certificate, PTDI
Certificate
Certified Nurse
Aide License, YE
Certificate, UAF
Credit
Personal Care
Attendant License,
YE
Certificate, UAF
Credit
Certified Nurse
Aide License, YE
Certificate, UAF
Credit
YE Certificate,
State of Alaska
Certificate
YE Certificate

8 hours

80 hours
4 hours
8 hours
8 hours
240 hours

80 hours

$425

$2,750

$1,890

$1,890

$4,500
$3,050

$425
$60
$6,000
$2,750

$1,890

$1,890

$4,500
$3,050
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Phone: 907.465.6741
Tyler.eggen@alaska.gov
acpe.alaska.gov

Staff Report
Alaska Pacific University
Amendments to Authorization (4)
________________________________________
Summary
Alaska Pacific University (APU) is a small, private, not-for-profit, liberal arts and sciences
university regionally accredited by the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities
(NWCCU) and is in good standing. It has two campuses, in Anchorage and Palmer. Its mission is
to “provide a world-class, hands-on, culturally responsive educational experience in
collaboration with our students, communities, and Tribal partners. The institution continues
progression to become a Tribal university.
The university offers a total of 31 degrees with associate, baccalaureate, master and doctoral
programs, as well as postgraduate certificates. APU is a member of the EcoLeague, a
consortium of six liberal arts colleges dedicated to ecologically focused education, in which
students may participate in semester-long exchanges.
Chief Administrator

Dr. Hilton Hallock, Acting
President & Provost

Address

Year Founded

1959

Authorized Since

4101 University
Dr.
Anchorage AK
99508
1978

Surety Amount/Type

$250,000 / Bond

Fee Paid

$400

•

New Program & New Location

Program or degree name
Practical Nursing, Undergraduate Certificate

Program length
27 total clock hours

Tuition/Fee Cost
$12,825
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The proposed program and new location is an undergraduate academic certificate of
approximately 27 credits, including both classroom- based and clinical coursework, to be
offered in Bethel, AK. The Practical Nursing program would prepare students to work as
Licensed Practical Nurses in Alaska. The program must be incorporated into institutional
accreditation and authorization by NWCCU and ACPE, but because APU already offers programs
in nursing, this would be considered a minor substantive change. Offering more than 50% of the
program in Bethel also requires that we seek approval for an additional instructional location.
APU has been invited to develop and provide the program in partnership with Yuut Elitnaurviat
(Yuut), a non-profit corporation dedicated to providing training and education opportunities for
residents of the YK Delta region. The Alaska Board of Nursing requires that applicants for an
LPN license have graduated from a postsecondary education institution that is affiliated with a
national nursing accreditation organization. In addition to start-up and continuing support from
Yuut, the program will also involve support from and partnership with the Yukon-Kuskokwin
Health Corporation (YKHC) for clinical training opportunities and the Lower Kuskokwim School
District (LKSD) for prerequisite coursework, transportation and other student support. The
Memorandum of Understanding between APU and Yuut is for five years.
The program will require accreditation by the Accreditation Council for Education in Nursing
(ACEN) and approval by the Alaska Board of Nursing. The launch of this program would take
place in the Spring of 2022 after a Fall 2021 ACEN candidacy site visit.
Review
There is high demand for LPNs in Alaska in general and Bethel in particular. The Alaska
Department of Labor and Workforce Development projects an 18.9% growth in the occupation
between 2016 and 2026. Graduates of the program are expected to be employed primarily by
YKHC in the regional hospital, Elders home, and sub-regional clinics. The expansion of the
hospital will add 300 healthcare jobs, including LPNs. The region finds it difficult to fill
healthcare positions in the region, and Yuut has proposed to develop local talent for these
critical and well-paid positions. YKHC is also interested in diversifying their nursing staff.
Currently, only 9% (10 of 118 positions) of the nursing staff at YKHC are Alaska Native/American
Indian. A recent google search of LPN career opportunities in Alaska revealed 93 open LPN
positions throughout the state.
The requirements for a change in institution location are in 20 AAC 17.040 (a). The regulation
requires that the institution notify the commission of the change at least one calendar quarter
before the effective date of the change or as soon as plans for change are known. The required
application and supporting materials were reviewed by commission staff and comply with
statutes and regulations. Any future changes in circumstance would require further evaluation.
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•

New Program

Program or degree name
Program length
Community and Place-Based Education, Bachelors 128 Hours
of Arts

Tuition/Fee Cost
$81,400

This undergraduate degree will allow students to seek diverse employment in a variety of
educational settings and to work toward certification as a teacher in the state of Alaska. The
degree path will provide off-ramps along the way to degree and certification completion at the
Bachelor levels. Emphasis will be placed on understanding and application of methods for
designing and delivering place-based learning opportunities for students of varying ages from K8th grade. Such opportunities will include formal school programs, informal learning
centers/programs and less formal education delivery frequently used by public agencies and
non-profit organizations.
Review
A survey was sent to superintendents of all 54 school districts in Alaska asking about the need
for a K-12 undergraduate program situated in Anchorage, AK. Results showed 100% of Alaska’s
superintendents responding answered yes to the question: Do you think there is a K-8 teacher
shortage in Alaska. 90% of responders also said there would be placement opportunities for
student teachers and for certified teachers in their districts. Districts identified were statewide.
Further, 83% felt a need for K-8 undergraduate program in Anchorage, especially if culturally
responsive pedagogy was included in the coursework. Additional data that was gathered about
specific needs in such a program strongly suggested cultural relevance, rural perspective, and
place-based pedagogy. In addition, research shows Alaska, like most of the nation, is dealing
with a serious recruitment and retention of teacher problem—the need for such an
undergraduate degree for K-8 teachers is great.
The required application and supporting materials were reviewed by commission staff and
comply with statutes and regulations. Any future changes in circumstance would require
further evaluation.
•

New Program

Program or degree name
Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing

Program length
36 hours

Tuition/Fee Cost
$23,400

The purpose of the MFA program is to provide an engaging, rigorous, and culturally responsive
learning environment for emerging writers and to showcase and support the work of Alaskan,
Indigenous, and Northern writers. The low-residency MFA in Creative Writing program at APU
will rely extensively on one-to-one instruction with faculty mentors, as students submit creative
work and revise in response to mentor feedback, as well as analyze the work of selected
Commission Meeting
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published authors. MFA students will learn firsthand from Alaska Native and Alaskan writers
about how their experiences living on these lands inform their writing and shape their craft.
Review
A Master of Fine Arts is recognized as the terminal degree in the field of Creative Writing. It is
held as the teaching credential expected of creative writing faculty members and instructors at
both the undergraduate and graduate levels. Most programs offer study in three genres:
fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. These three broad genres allow for different outcomes,
including dramatic writing, screen writing, graphic novels, memoir, and others.
Upon graduation, MFA graduates go on to successful careers in teaching, grant writing,
technical writing, journalism, blogging, and editing. Some graduates start their own freelancing
businesses. The advantage of an MFA over an MA is significant, as an MA is considered
transitional while the MFA is terminal. That distinction holds weight in almost all professional
sectors where writers are evaluated for positions based upon their educational backgrounds.
Up until last year, a low-residency MFA creative writing program existed at the University of
Alaska-Anchorage (UAA). That program has now been eliminated by the UA Board of Regents
due to budget cuts. Before this cut, the UAA program received up to 30 applications a year,
welcoming as many as 15 new students on an annual basis, for a total FTE in the range of 35-40
students. The loss of UAA’s program is an opportunity for APU. With the elimination of UAA’s
program, APU will now offer the only low-residency MFA degree in the state of Alaska.
The required application and supporting materials were reviewed by commission staff and
comply with statues and regulations. Any future changes in circumstance would require further
evaluation.
Recommendation for Commission Action:
Staff recommends authorization of three programs Practical Nursing (certificate), Community
and Place-Based Education (BS), Creative Writing (MFA), and new location amendment in
Bethel, AK through January 30, 2026, which is commensurate with the current period of
authorization.
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Tyler.eggen@alaska.gov
acpe.alaska.go

Staff Report
Charter College
Program Amendment -Diploma in Phlebotomy – Blended
Summary
Charter College currently offers 22 programs through its Anchorage and Wasilla campuses. The
offerings include 7 certificate, 10 associate, and 5 baccalaureate degree programs (see Exhibit
A). Most degrees are offered online. The College is owned and operated by Prospect
Education, LLC, of Reno, Nevada, with 12 additional campuses located in Washington,
California, Montana and New Mexico. The College is nationally accredited by the Accrediting
Bureau of Health Education Schools (ABHES). The college is seeking authorization to add a
Diploma of Phlebotomy – Blended.
Chief
Administrator
Address
Fee Paid:
•

Joshua Swayne, CEO,
Prospect Education
2221 E Northern Lights Blvd
Anchorage AK 99508
$100

Josh Bicchinella, Campus President, Charter
College Anchorage
Year Founded
1985
Authorized Since
1985
Max. Bond Amount
$250,000

New Program – Diploma in Phlebotomy– Blended

Program or degree name
Diploma in Phlebotomy – Blended

Program length
9 Quarter credit hours

Tuition/Fee Cost
$3,375

In accordance with 20 AAC 14.48.060 (c), Accreditation by national or regional accrediting agencies recognized by the
commission may be accepted by the commission as evidence of compliance with the minimum standards established by this
section.

This is a ten-week course that will be offered as a blended program with didactic classes online
and in-person labs. The credential will be conferred by the Anchorage campus. The blended
Commission Meeting
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delivery method allows students to complete the courses in a relatively short period of time;
the courses are designed to be flexible around the busy and complex work/life schedule of
today’s student. Charter College will utilize its existing equipment and infrastructure to support
the online portions of this program. The College will also be able to utilize the existing
equipment for the face to face lab courses. Upon completion of clock hours and passage of
National Healthcareer Association (NHA) Phlebotomy Technician Exam, students will be able to
gain entry level employment in the health care field collecting and testing lab specimens.
Charter College has submitted their application for the Phlebotomy program through its
accreditor ABHES and the application is processing at the time of writing of this report.
Review
The demand for certified Phlebotomists has grown and will continue to grow nation-wide. The
Alaskan job market has seen a steady demand for certified Phlebotomists. According to O-Net,
the expected growth in the entry-level certified Phlebotomist, from 2018-2028, is 8%.
Based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Occupational Outlook Handbook, certified
Phlebotomists typically draw blood for tests, transfusions, donations, or research; explain the
procedure to patients and assist in the recovery of patients with adverse reactions; conduct
point of care testing such as blood glucose levels; and, prepare blood, urine and other
specimens for testing.
Recommendation for Commission Action
Staff recommends authorization of the Diploma of Phlebotomy through January 31, 2022,
which is commensurate with the current period of authorization. Any changes in accreditor
status are to be provided to the commission.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Phone: 907.465.6741
Tyler.eggen@alaska.gov
acpe.alaska.gov

Staff Report
Hair Science
Amendments to Authorization
________________________________________
Summary
Hair Science is a barbering school located in Anchorage. The owner, Vershawn Idom, is a member
of the Board of Barbers and Hairdressers and has been a licensed instructor since 2010. The
Commission first authorized the school in 2014. Hair Science is an open enrollment institution,
offering classes in the evening and on weekends to accommodate working students, with a
maximum enrollment of eight students.

Year Founded

2008

203 W. 15th Ave
Unit 108
Anchorage AK
99501
Authorized Since 2014

Surety Amount/Type

$30,000 / Bond

Fee Paid

Chief Administrator

•

Vershawn Idom, Owner

Address

$100

New Program

Program or degree name
Instructor

Program length
600 total clock hours

Tuition/Fee Cost
$6,000

20 AAC 17.090 (b)(2) requires that instructors have at least two years’ experience in the subject area in which the
person is employed to instruct.

The Instructor program is a 17-week course, consisting of 600 clock hours of instruction. A
student enrolling in this course must be a Licensed Barber, Hairdresser or Esthetician and must
Commission Meeting
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have completed a minimum of one year of practice as a licensed barber, hairdresser or
esthetician in the State of Alaska or another licensing jurisdiction before beginning this course.
Hair Science would like to diversify its offerings by including an Instructor program as a way to
increase its students’ opportunity to continue growth and new skill acquisition. The current
barber school would not require any additional layout or classroom changes. Upon completion
of the program, students would be required to pass a written examination. Hair Science will
submit its intentions with the Board of Barbers and Hairdressers to offer the course.
Review
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the need for barbers will stem primarily from
an increasing population, which will lead to greater demand for basic hair care services. In
addition, demand for hair coloring, hair straightening, and other advanced hair treatments has
risen in recent years, a trend that is expected to continue over the coming decade. There is a
7% percent change in employment that is projected from 2019 to 2029.
The application complies with statutes and regulations.
Recommendation for Commission Action:
Staff recommends authorization of the Instructor program through October 31, 2021, which is
commensurate with the current period of authorization.
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Tyler.eggen@alaska.gov
acpe.alaska.gov

Staff Report
MetrOasis Advanced Training Center
Location Amendment
Summary
MetrOasis Advanced Training Center has been successfully serving Alaska students for 26 years. It
to move the center to a new location at Cordova Street in Midtown. MetrOasis Advanced
Training Center’s current authorization extends to January 31, 2024.

Owner
Previous Address
Authorized Since

Susan B. Shroy (Sue)
2221 E Northern Lights Blvd
Anchorage, AK 99508
1995

Enrollment

38 students

New Address

4450 Cordova Street, Suite
130 Anchorage ,AK 99503

Year Founded 1995

Surety Amount/Type $30,000/ Bond

Fee Paid

$100.00

Review
Shortly after the January 2021 Commission meeting, Mrs. Shroy reported MetrOasis needed to
move to a new location due to a landlord dispute. The lease at the current location expires
April 1, 2021. Mrs. Shroy has worked quickly to identify and remodel the new location to meet
the standards needed to operate, and to minimize any impact on students while they transition
to the new location. The new location is expected to be operational and ready for students by
April 8th, 2021.
The Board of Barbers and Hairdressers will conducted a site visit and approved the location in
March or April 2021 when they have staff available to do the inspection.
Commission Meeting
April 2021
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The requirements for a change in institution location are in 20 AAC 17.040 (a). The regulation
requires that the institution notify the commission of the change at least one calendar quarter
before the effective date of the change or as soon as plans for change are known. The applicant
complied with this requirement.
Due to the nature of a construction remodel project, routine inspection reports cannot be
finalized until work is complete. To move students seamlessly into the new location, with the
least amount of delay for student instruction, and since the required reports and approvals are
straightforward, staff would suggest that the Commission allow a conditional approval.
Requirements
1. Site Information, adequacy of space, equipment, Noted during site visit conducted on 3/2021 and
and resources
pending approved by Board of Barbers and
Hairdressers
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Adequacy of records
Fire Inspection Report
Floor Plan
Lease Agreement
Liability Insurance
Surety

Noted during site visit conducted on 3/2021
Compliant
Reviewed and documented
Reviewed and documented
Reviewed and documented
No change required

Staff Recommended Action
Staff recommends approval of the change in location for MetrOasis Advanced Training Center
to 4450 Cordova Street. Suite 130, in Anchorage, contingent upon receipt of approval by Board
of Barbers and Hairdressers, prior to commencement of student instruction in this location, to
January 30, 2024 commensurate with the next renewal of authorization.
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORIZATION
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Phone: 907.465.6741
Tyler.eggen@alaska.gov
acpe.alaska.gov

Staff Report
Vocational Training & Resource Center
Amendments to Authorization (4)
________________________________________
Summary
Vocational Training & Resource Center (VTRC) is a component of and operated by the Central
Council of Tlingit & Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska (CCTHITA). Its authorization to operate was
renewed in June 30, 2020 for a one-year period. At the renewal hearing, VTRC requested the
opportunity to reset its program offerings and implement program changes, based on
community assessments and southeast Alaska needs. Accordingly, it is proposing four new
programs, Business Basics, Financial Skills, Work Readiness & Soft Skills Development, and
Administrative Assistant Program Level One.
Chief Administrator

Sarah Dybdahl, Manager

Address

Year Founded

1996

Authorized Since

3239 Hospital Dr.
Juneau AK 99801
1997

Surety Amount/Type

$50,000 / Bond

Fee Paid

$400

•

New Program

Program or degree name
Business Basics Certificate

Program length
12 total clock hours

Tuition/Fee Cost
$300.00

20 AAC 17.090 (b)(2) requires that instructors have at least two years’ experience in the subject area in which the
person is employed to instruct.

This program is twelve clock hours long that will be offered quarterly. Students will be able to
create a business model/plan, financial projections, and understand the legal requirements
necessary for setting up their business entity. Students will be graded on a pass/fail scale
Commission Meeting
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based on attendance of all 12 hours and completion of a business plan and financial forecast.
Instructors include members from Spruce Root Community Development, a nonprofit agency
whose mission is to assist Southeast Alaska’s people and businesses to reach their full potential
through loan capital and support services to promote economic, social, cultural and
environmental resiliency.
Review
Residents of Southeast Alaska need opportunities for wealth creation and to make positive
impacts on their community through entrepreneurship. This course gives early stage
entrepreneurs/business owners the tools and information needed to get started. Due to an
unprecedented number of business closures due to the recent health pandemic, there will be a
need for new and returning entrepreneurs to open small businesses in the future.
The required application and supporting materials were reviewed by commission staff and
comply with statutes and regulations. Any future changes in circumstance would require
further evaluation.
Program or degree name
Financial Skills Certificate

Program length
6 hours

Tuition/Fee Cost
$ 150.00

20 AAC 17.090 (b)(2) requires that instructors have at least two years’ experience in the subject area in which the
person is employed to instruct.

This program is six clock hours long that will be offered quarterly. Students will learn basic
financial literacy concepts, develop a personal budget, set financial goals and develop a plan to
achieve these goals. Students will be graded on a pass/fail scale based on attendance of all six
hours and completion of assignments. Instructors include members from Spruce Root
Community Development, a nonprofit agency whose mission is to assist Southeast Alaska’s
people and businesses to reach their full potential through loan capital and support services to
promote economic, social, cultural and environmental resiliency.
Review
The State of Alaska does not currently require any high school course with personal finance
concepts to be taken as a graduation requirement. Rural communities in Southeast Alaska face
economic hardships which have only been exacerbated by ramifications of the COVID-19 health
disaster. Accessible financial literacy programs will provide tools to support individuals in
achieving their financial goals and removing barriers to financial success.
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The required application and supporting materials were reviewed by commission staff and
comply with statutes and regulations. Any future changes in circumstance would require
further evaluation.
•

New Program

Program or degree name
Work Readiness & Soft Skills Development
Certificate

Program length
6 hours

Tuition/Fee Cost
$ 150.00

20 AAC 17.090 (b)(2) requires that instructors have at least two years’ experience in the subject area in which the
person is employed to instruct.

This program is six clock hours long that will be offered quarterly. Students will learn effective
workplace communication, conflict resolution, customer service. Students will be graded on a
pass/fail scale based on attendance of all six hours and completion of assignments. Instructors
include members from Spruce Root Community Development, a nonprofit agency whose
mission is to assist Southeast Alaska’s people and businesses to reach their full potential
through loan capital and support services to promote economic, social, cultural and
environmental resiliency.
Review
Many individuals in rural Southeast Alaska may not possess the basic soft-skills that allow them
to be successful in the workplace environment. This course aims to bring awareness to the
importance of soft-skills into the work place and provide the tools and basic skills that are
needed in all positions and industries. Whether it be for first time job seekers or for those who
are needing a refresher course, this allows students to prepare for future employment
opportunities.
The required application and supporting materials were reviewed by commission staff and
comply with statutes and regulations. Any future changes in circumstance would require
further evaluation.
•

New Program

Program or degree name
Administrative Assistant Program Level One
Certificate

Program length
160 hours

Tuition/Fee Cost
$4,000.00

20 AAC 17.090 (b)(2) requires that instructors have at least two years’ experience in the subject area in which the
person is employed to instruct.
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This program is 160 hours, four week program that will be offered quarterly through VTRC and
instructed by Northern Industrial Training (NIT). VTRC identified the need in the Southeast
region to offer entry level training in basic administrative assistant skills to gain entry level
employment as an office clerk or administrative assistant. Some of the topics the course covers
are keyboarding, office equipment, basic accounting, business writing, customer service, first
aid and basic Microsoft Office skills. There will also be training specific to finding employment
such as resume writing, interview skills, job searches and applications and cover letters.
At the April 2019 Commission meeting, NIT’s Administrative Assistant program was approved
for authorization, and they will be used as the vendor for the program. Students will be
enrolled as VTRC students and follow all guidelines found in VTRC’s catalog.
Review
It is noted that if NIT makes any changes that depart from their approved program, or if there
are changes to NIT’s institutional status, it may have an impact on VTRC to offer its program.
Minor changes may be eligible for administrative approval, however, significant changes may
require an application for amendment of authorization to the Commission. NIT is currently in
good standing and is authorized until October 31, 2023.
The required application and supporting materials were reviewed by commission staff and
comply with statutes and regulations. Any future changes in circumstance would require
further evaluation.
Recommendation for Commission Action:
Staff recommends authorization of programs Business Basics, Financial Skills, Work Readiness &
Soft Skills Development, and Administrative Assistant Program Level One through July 31, 2021,
which is commensurate with the current period of authorization.
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505

Customer Service Center
Toll Free: (800) 441-2962
In Juneau: (907) 465-2962
TDD: (907) 465-3143
Fax: (907) 465-5316
acpe.alaska.gov

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Members, Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education
Sana Efird, Executive Director
April 8, 2021
Executive Director’s Report

During the past quarter, the Executive Director’s Office has been actively engaged in the ongoing
Legislative session, promoting ACPE’s legislation, answering questions and providing additional
data for Senate and House Education and Finance Committees. I have also been working closely
with Chief Finance Officer Julie Pierce and Hilltop Securities, Inc. on ASLC’s 2013A series
bond issuance related to the LIBOR issue, as well as continuing to meet with external partners,
internal staff, and commission and board members.
The majority of ACPE staff are still teleworking as we continue to follow the state’s protocol for
COVID safety for staff and customers. Our focus is on maintaining exemplary customer service
for our borrowers and supporting students and families during this evolving situation.
Alternative Loan Originations and Servicing Outsourcing
The Request for Proposal (RFP) for the outsourcing of the Corporation’s private supplemental
loan originations issued on February 22, 2021. We anticipate issuing the contract in May 2021,
and expect the initial conversion cutover for originations to occur in October 2021. Relating to
servicing of those loans, the Commission selected the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance
Agency (PHEAA), conducting business as American Education Services (AES), as the new
servicer of the Corporation’s supplemental loans. AES was selected after evaluation of other
vendors that service education loans. The primary reasons AES was selected were cost savings,
better customer experience, and flexibility in options to meet the needs of our agency. AES is
also the servicer for the Corporation’s FFELP loan portfolio.
The Commission is currently documenting our private loan servicing specifications, which will
translate into a servicing contract with PHEAA. The Commission and AES are engaged in highlevel discussions regarding servicing requirements for non-standard loan terms such as postdefault collections, garnishments, and forgiveness. These discussions will help define the
contract terms for these processes. The servicing contract is projected to be complete by June 30,
2021, (FY2022) with Phase I of servicing conversion cutover in October 2021, and Phase II of
servicing conversion cutover at the end of May 2022.
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Legislative Update:
The legislative proposal the Commission approved at its July 2020 meeting, which was reviewed
in an executive session with both the Commission and Corporation at the joint October 2020
meeting, was introduced as SB 94 and HB 114 in the Senate and House, respectively. Over the
past few weeks, I have met with House Education and Senate Education committee members to
discuss HB114 and SB94 “An Act relating to the education loan program and Alaska
supplemental education loan program; and providing for an effective date.” This legislative
proposal addresses three changes in ASLC statutes:
• Expands the population eligible to apply for Alaska Refinancing Loans to include
previous Alaska borrowers and graduates from Alaska high schools and postsecondary
institutions, as well as current Alaska residents;
• Eliminates the annual and lifetime loan maximums in statute and provides for the Alaska
Student Loan Corporation to set these loan limits;
• Provides for the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education to offer future student
loan borrowers a loan program with immediate repayment requirements.
Senate Education Committee held one hearing on SB94 on March 5. ACPE is gathering
additional information to respond to committee questions in preparation for another Senate
Education Committee hearing to be scheduled in April. HB114 is also expected to be scheduled
in the House Education Committee for a hearing sometime during the next few weeks.
I have also participated in Senate Education Committee hearings on SB10 “An Act establishing a
grant program to provide to essential workers the tuition and fees to attend a state-supported
postsecondary educational institution.” As currently proposed, ACPE would administer the grant
program. The bill has passed through the Senate Labor & Commerce and Education
Committees; next, the bill will be heard in Senate Finance the morning of April 8.
I have also been in discussions with a number of legislators who have expressed interest in
creating a new Teacher Education Loan/Repayment program as an incentive to encourage
students to pursue teacher certification.
Other bills of interest include HB 48 “An Act relating to eligibility for the Alaska performance
scholarship program,” HB 129 “An Act relating to the maximum annual awards for Alaska
performance scholarships,” and HB 147 “An Act relating to the teacher education loan program;
and providing for an effective date.”
Budget Update:
House Finance Subcommittee has closed out the Department of Education’s Budget. They
accepted ACPE’s Governor’s proposed budget which includes:
• Fund source switch of $431.5 from ASLC receipts to Higher Education Investment Funds
(HIEF)
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•
•

Reduction of seven PCNs ($1,057.0)
HEIF increment of $33.5 to fund the WWAMI contractual increase

Additionally, WWAMI loans are funded from the HEIF, but repayments go to the general fund.
Governor’s Amended includes the proposed language below; the change would allow repayments
to be returned to the HEIF to support sustainable loan issuance.
* Sec. 23 Fund Transfers. (m) The amount received as repayment from WWAMI Medical
Program loans by the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education, estimated to be
$504,044, is appropriated to the Higher Education Investment Fund (AS 37.14.750).
Subcommittees have purview over the Numbers section of the operating budget only so the
language section requesting WWAMI payments be deposited back into the Higher Education
Investment Fund will be addressed by the Full House Finance Committee.
Strategic Planning Update:
Senior Managers attended two days of internal strategic planning sessions facilitated by Demaree
Michelau President of Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE). Ms.
Michelau will be providing a summary of the meetings for continued strategic planning sessions.
A stakeholders’ survey was completed with next steps to schedule two to three virtual focus
groups to address specifics of the responses from the survey and how ACPE can meet their needs
through continued programs and services or new and/or improved services.
As reported at the last meeting, the Commission’s Executive Committee has been engaging with
staff in reviewing the agency’s strategic plan. The next Executive Committee meeting is set for
April 23. The updated strategic plan will be presented to the Commission at the July meeting
and coinciding work session. Staff are looking at arranging in-person participation for the July
meeting and work session. Additional Information and updates will be provided on this topic as
planning moves forward.
Juneau Lease Update:
Commission Staff have negotiated a new lease with State of Alaska leasing to reduce the size of
our leased space in Juneau. The reduction in our office space footprint will result in an annual
savings of approximately $65,000. Between now and the end of the current lease term, October
31, 2021, we will be relocating staff, furniture and equipment located in the areas being
eliminated from our current leased space.
Human Resources Update:
The Commission’s Human Resources Officer position remains vacant while we monitor the
State of Alaska’s centralization of human resource services. The Commission’s management
team continues to work in conjunction with its Finance Division’s Administrative Operations
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Unit and the Department of Education and Early Development’s Human Resources Officer to
ensure appropriate coverage of human resource responsibilities.
Staff changes and recruitment efforts over the last quarter resulted in the appointment of a new
Financial Aid Specialist, Dakota McLaughlin. For the past three years, Mr. McLaughlin formerly
served as a Customer Service Specialist with ACPE, and we are excited to welcome him to his
new role. One staff member is set to retire this quarter, Faith Guthert. For over 15 years, Ms.
Guthert has proven to be a valuable member of the ACPE team, and she will be sorely missed.
Her last day with the Commission will be Friday, April 30, 2021. ACPE currently has thirteen
vacant positions and no active recruitments.
In accordance with ACPE Personnel Bylaw 5.01.02 which states, in part, that “…The ACPE staff
salary schedule will be established and maintained by the Executive Director and approved by
the Commission.” I recommend there be no “cost of living” increase to the ACPE salary
schedule at this time. The current fiscal environment for State of Alaska government operations
is the primary factor in this recommendation. Additionally, I conducted a review of comparable
agency salary schedules. The current ACPE salary schedule is 1.6% higher than the Alaska
Aerospace Corporation salary schedule, and 0.3% lower than the Alaska Seafood Marketing
Institute, the Ombudsman’s Office, and the current salary schedule for exempt employees in the
State of Alaska Executive Branch. No formal action is required by the Commission; the current
salary schedule will remain until formal action is taken to change the salary schedule.
Alaska Student Loan Corporation Meeting
The Alaska Student Loan Corporation (ASLC) Board met on March 11, 2021. The board
discussed the U.S. Senate passing of an amended version of the American Rescue Plan Act of
2021 (ARPA). One of the amendments adds tax-free student loan forgiveness to the House
version of the bill. The bill would, starting after December 31, 2020 through January 1, 2027, not
count any amount discharged from a loan made for postsecondary education expenses as income
and therefore be taxable. The provision covers loans for postsecondary educational expenses,
including Federal student loans and certain private education loans.
While ARPA did not contain provisions to discharge education loans, there has been reported
efforts to include this type of provision at varying amounts in legislation or as part of an
executive action. Staff have been monitoring this topic and considering the impact to ASLC.
There have been and still are a lot of unknowns and speculation associated with this evolving
topic, but with the tax component of ARPA passing, it makes the likelihood of some form of
student loan debt forgiveness legislation seem more likely. Staff are working with our financial
advisor to analyze the potential impacts.
Related to the termination of London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR), the Board also approved
a resolution to allow ACPE staff to begin work on issuing a consent solicitation statement to
redeem the 2013A Series Notes, which bear interest at a rate tied to the LIBOR benchmark.
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Alaska Performance Scholarship Update
ACPE worked with the Governor’s Office, Department of Education and Early Development,
and the Department of Law to continue suspension of standardized testing requirements for the
Alaska Performance Scholarship for the Class of 2021 due to ongoing access issues for the ACT,
SAT, and WorkKeys tests.
Professional Organization Meetings/Conference Attendance:
I attended regular monthly and semi-monthly meetings with the Education Finance Council, State
Higher Education Officers Association, Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
(WICHE), and Alaska Business Education Compact.
I also attended two conferences of note: the Alaska CAN! Network annual conference and the
Education Finance Council annual membership meeting. At the former, I presented on
establishing K-16 postsecondary pathways.
Other Meetings:
• Introductory meeting with Governor’s new Acting Chief of Staff, Randy Ruaro
• Introductory meeting with Susan Anderson, WICHE Commissioner and President for the
Cook Inlet Region, Inc. (CIRI) Foundation
• Introductory and overview meeting with Dr. Suzanne Allen, WWAMI Director at the
University of Washington
• State Board of Education meeting
• Marketing meetings with other states
• FAFSA meetings with Department of Education Office of Financial Student Aid
Publications Completed and Posted:
All publications can be found at https://acpe.alaska.gov/reports.
• Alaska Performance Scholarship Annual Outcomes Report
• Alaska Higher Education Almanac
• Alaska Performance Scholarship 10 Year Program Overview
Attachments:
1. February 16, 2021, Higher Education Almanac Press Release
2. February 26, 2021, APS Continued Test Waiver Press Release
3. March 19, 2021, APS Program Review and Recommendations Press Release
4. March 30, 2021, Kids2College Press Release
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
February 16, 2021
ALASKA COMMISSION ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION RELEASES THE
FOURTH EDITION OF THE ALASKA HIGHER EDUCATION ALMANAC
Juneau – The Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education (ACPE) is pleased to announce
publication of the 2021 Alaska Higher Education Almanac. The goal of this research publication
is to provide policymakers and higher education stakeholders with a longitudinal source of data
on higher education in Alaska. The almanac offers valuable information about Alaska’s
postsecondary institutions, financial aid programs, educational attainment, and workforce needs,
providing a comprehensive picture of postsecondary education in Alaska. This fourth edition of
the almanac also includes preliminary information on the impacts of the coronavirus (COVID19) pandemic on Alaska’s higher education systems.
Access to clear, concise, and reliable data is instrumental when making necessary, and
sometimes challenging, decisions about public and private investments in education and career
training. The almanac collects key aggregated data about the state of higher education in Alaska
from reputable state and national sources, and presents it in an easy-to-read format. This
publication serves as an important reference for leaders, especially during this time of crisis.
Please contact us with any questions or feedback you may have. Our mission is to support
access to and success in postsecondary education and career training, to ensure Alaska’s students
have access to the higher education resources they need to make informed decisions and
contribute to a vibrant Alaska economy.
The 2021 Alaska Higher Education Almanac is available on the Commission’s website at
https://acpe.alaska.gov/reports.
ABOUT THE ALASKA COMMISSION ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION:
Funded by the Alaska Student Loan Corporation, ACPE promotes access to and success in
education and career training beyond high school.
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THE COMMISSION PROVIDES:
•
•
•

Education planning tools and resources
Advocacy and support for postsecondary participation in Alaska
Financial aid for college and career training

•

Education consumer protection through institutional authorization and complaint
investigation Education consumer protection through institutional authorization and
complaint investigation
########
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
February 26, 2021
ALASKA PERFORMANCE SCHOLARSHIP TEST SCORE
REQUIREMENT UPDATE
JUNEAU – To preserve student access to the Alaska Performance Scholarship (APS), and
at the direction of the Alaska Department of Law, the Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education (ACPE) will continue to administratively suspend the APS
testing requirements for Alaska’s 2021 high school graduates.
For the Alaska high school graduating class of 2021, APS eligibility and award level will be
determined by meeting the existing rigorous curriculum and GPA requirements.
An updated APS FAQ for the Class of 2021 will be available soon on our website at
APS.alaska.gov. Continued updates to this website and FAQs will be made as new information
becomes available. Student APS eligibility and level information will be available on the Alaska
Student Portal (ASAP) in August, based on the information submitted by school districts after
the school year ends. Students can create an ASAP account at acpe.alaska.gov/FINANCIALAID and should regularly check their ASAP account for important notifications and updates.
ABOUT THE ALASKA PERFORMANCE SCHOLARSHIP:
APS provides an opportunity for Alaska high school graduates to earn a scholarship to help
cover the cost of an Alaska postsecondary education. By meeting curriculum, GPA, and testing
requirements, Alaskan students may earn the APS to attend qualified Alaska colleges,
universities, or career and technical education programs.
ABOUT THE ALASKA COMMISSION ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION:
ACPE promotes access to and success in education and career training beyond high school.
THE COMMISSION PROVIDES:
•
•
•
•

Education planning tools and resources
Advocacy and support for postsecondary participation in Alaska
Financial aid for college and career training
Education consumer protection through institutional authorization and complaint
investigation
########
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
March 19, 2021
ALASKA COMMISSION ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION RELEASES THE
ALASKA PERFORMANCE SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM REVIEW
AND RECOMMENDATIONS REPORT
Juneau – The Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education (ACPE) is pleased to announce
publication of the Alaska Performance Scholarship Program Review and Recommendations
Report. The report, produced by McKinley Research (formerly McDowell Group), analyzes the
Alaska Performance Scholarship (APS) program over the past ten years and provides valuable
insights and recommendations on how the program can better serve Alaskans.
ACPE is developing an action plan to address the recommendations laid out in the report. Our
vision is to engage with a diverse group of participants from across Alaska’s educational
landscape to discuss and implement changes to the APS program. We at ACPE, look forward to
working with Alaska’s education stakeholders, along with business and industry groups, to
enhance the APS program in connection with the needs of Alaska’s students and workforce.
Please contact us with any questions or feedback you may have about the report. Our mission is
to support access to and success in postsecondary education and career training, to ensure
Alaska’s students have access to the higher education resources they need to make informed
decisions and contribute to a vibrant Alaska economy.
The Alaska Performance Scholarship Program Review and Recommendations Report is
available on our website at https://acpe.alaska.gov/reports.
ABOUT THE ALASKA COMMISSION ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION:
Funded by the Alaska Student Loan Corporation, ACPE promotes access to and success in
education and career training beyond high school.
THE COMMISSION PROVIDES:
•
•

Education planning tools and resources
Advocacy and support for postsecondary participation in Alaska
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•

Financial aid for college and career training

•

Education consumer protection through institutional authorization and complaint
investigation Education consumer protection through institutional authorization and
complaint investigation
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
800 Dimond Blvd., Suite 200
Anchorage, Alaska 99515-2049

Toll Free: (877) 577-3367
In Anchorage: (907) 269-7980
TDD: (907) 465-3143
Fax: (907) 269-7991
acpe.alaska.gov

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
March 30, 2021

Contact: Shelly Morgan
K-12 Specialist
(907) 269-7972
shelly.morgan@alaska.gov

Kids2College Connects Students with College & Career Exploration
Creativity & Virtual Tools Provide Expanded Reach Statewide
ANCHORAGE – This spring, 5th-8th grade students from diverse communities across the state will
participate in the first ever Kids2College Virtual Campus Events.
Throughout a year full of unknowns, the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education (ACPE) in
partnership with AK 529, have found creative ways to meet the needs of students and educators for those
learning at home, at school, or participating in a hybrid setting. As part of the Kids2College program,
University of Alaska Anchorage, Kodiak College, and University of Alaska Fairbanks are offering virtual
campus events. Kids2College students participating in the virtual campus events will experience two
morning sessions complete with fun, hands-on and age-appropriate mini-college classes. Without these
Kids2College Virtual Campus Events, many students otherwise might not have the opportunity to explore
Alaska’s college campuses, due to transportation challenges and distance, particularly for those living in
rural Alaska
For many participating students, Kids2College provides first steps toward exploring college and career
interests, and helps solidify the important connection between academics and future success.
Kids2College engages and stimulates career exploration and college preparation concepts by teaching
students about a variety of postsecondary options and the steps they can take today to prepare for college
& career training. Students learn about high school graduation requirements/recommendations, the
importance of extracurricular activities, college admissions, and how to qualify for financial aid
opportunities like the Alaska Performance Scholarship.
Kids2College encourages students to aspire to education and training beyond high school – whether it’s
an apprenticeship, a certificate, a one-year technical program, a four-year degree, or a seven-year
professional degree sequence, through its message that postsecondary training is important and
attainable.
Kids2College alumni are more likely to discuss college & career preparation with parents and teachers,
and to understand college and career training is possible for them. For those children whose families
may not have a college-going history, it’s an opportunity to learn first-hand about the career avenues and
life experiences college offers.
For more information on ACPE’s early college & career exploration resources, please contact Shelly
Morgan, K-12 Specialist with the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education at 907-269-7972 or
shelly.morgan@alaska.gov.
####
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505

Customer Service Center
Toll Free: (800) 441-2962
In Juneau: (907) 465-2962
TDD: (907) 465-3143
Fax: (907) 465-5316
acpe.alaska.gov

RESOLUTION TO SUPPORT
SENATE BILL 94 AND HOUSE BILL 114
WHEREAS, the mission of the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary (ACPE) is to promote
access to and success in education and career training beyond high school; and
WHEREAS, ACPE, in partnership with the Alaska Student Loan Corporation (ASLC), provides
financing and educational resources to Alaskans through early awareness, college and career
planning, financial aid and education loan programs; and
WHEREAS, when scholarships and federal aid do not meet Alaska students’ full financial
needs, Alaska state education loans fill the gap with low-cost, high quality loans; and
WHEREAS, the goal of SB 94 and HB 114 is to increase responsiveness to Alaska’s higher
education community, especially students, by enhancing ACPE’s ability to meet the financial
needs of Alaska’s current and future student loan borrowers; and
WHEREAS, current loan limits in Alaska statutes are becoming a barrier to Alaska students
who may not be able to cover the full cost of attendance with an Alaska education loan or who
may be unable to obtain funding from private lenders; and
WHEREAS, removing loan limits from statute would provide ASLC the flexibility to adjust
loan limits to match rising education costs, ensuring the full financial needs of Alaska’s
borrowers are met; and
WHEREAS, Alaska Refinance Loans offer Alaska residents the ability to consolidate multiple
Alaska loans and/or loans from other lenders into one low interest rate Alaska loan; and
WHEREAS, refinance loan volume has decreased over the last two years, and the proposed
legislation would expand eligibility for the program while ensuring qualifying applicants still
have a nexus to Alaska; and
WHEREAS, expanding eligibility of the refinance program would increase the pool of qualified
applicants without lowering current credit based underwriting criteria and more borrowers with
an Alaska nexus would benefit from the competitive lending rates offered by ASLC; and
WHEREAS, studies have shown that borrowers with loans that enter repayment status
immediately (even interest-only payments) have lower delinquency and default rates than loans
that fully defer payment until after the in-school period ends; and
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WHEREAS, clarifying ASLC’s authority to offer a loan program with immediate repayment
would benefit new borrowers that choose to enter the program by reducing their overall
education loan costs; and
WHEREAS, the proposed legislation would positively impact the viability of ASLC by
responsibly increasing loan volume and originations, which translates into lower per-loan
servicing costs as well as lower interest rates and overall costs (economies of scale) for Alaska’s
student loan borrowers and their families.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education
supports SB 94 and HB 114 and requests the Alaska State Legislature’s favorable action in
passing this legislation.
ADOPTED April 8, 2021
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Main: 907.465.6740
Toll free: 800.441.2962
TTY: Dial 711 or 800.770.8973
acpe.alaska.gov

SB 94 – Education & Supplemental Loan Programs
Sectional Analysis
“An Act relating to the education loan program and Alaska supplemental education loan
program; and providing for an effective date.”
Section 1:
Amends AS 14.43.122(b), Consolidation of loans, by expanding the population eligible to apply
for Alaska Refinancing Loans to include previous Alaska borrowers and graduates from Alaska
high schools and postsecondary institutions, as well as current Alaska residents.
Section 2:
Amends AS 14.43.173(a), Loan award maximums; use of loan award, by eliminating the loan
maximums in statute and providing for the Alaska Student Loan Corporation (Corporation) to set
the annual loan maximums.
Section 3:
Amends AS 14.43.173(b), Loan award maximums; use of loan award, by eliminating lifetime
loan maximums in statute and providing for the Corporation to set lifetime loan maximums.
Section 4:
Amends AS 14.43.173(d), Loan award maximums; use of loan award, with a conforming change
to allow the Corporation to set loan limits for both half-time and full-time loans.
Section 5:
Amends AS 14.43.175, Repayment of loans, by providing for the Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education to offer future student loan borrowers a loan program with immediate
repayment requirements.
Section 6:
Establishes an effective date of July 1, 2021 (FY2022).
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APS Program Review and Recommendations

BACKGROUND AND
METHODOLOGY
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History
 The Alaska Legislature created the Alaska Performance
Scholarship (APS) in 2010
 Goals of the program:

1. Incentivize students to set and pursue high standards for
their secondary school education
2. Drive increased rigor and higher expectations for Alaska’s
K-12 education system
3. Improve students’ preparedness and success in
postsecondary education or training
4. Increase the number of high-achieving students
remaining in Alaska for postsecondary education,
reducing “brain drain.”
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Expectations
 Legislators established a $400 million Higher
Education Investment Fund from which the
scholarships could be paid
 Initial estimates were that annual scholarship
awards would likely total around $20.5 million
given to 2,305 high school graduates each
year

a c p e . a072
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Performance to Date
 Over the life of the program, 38,509 students
have earned APS eligibility. 34,959 earned
the collegiate award* and 3,550 earned the
career and technical education (CTE) award
*Students with collegiate eligibility can use APS for
college or CTE programs

 To date, nearly $80 million has been awarded
to 10,173 students. Of those students, 533
received the CTE award.
a c p e . a073
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Missed Opportunities
 Total awards peaked at $11.3 million in 2017,
and declined to $9.4 million in 2019
 In 2019, only 644 Alaska high school grads
used the APS the fall after they graduated –
just over ¼ of the number expected when the
program was adopted
 Use of APS has steadily declined over the past
decade
a c p e . a074
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2021 APS Program Review
 ACPE contracted with McKinley Research
(formerly McDowell group) to review ten
years of program data and provide
recommendations on how to improve the
APS program
 McKinley performed a comprehensive review
of the program and compiled their review
process and recommendations in a report
a c p e . a075
laska.gov
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Methodology
 McKinley examined the APS program using a
variety of data sources:
•
•
•
•
•

Annual APS Outcomes Reports
High School Graduate Surveys
School District Survey and Data
Postsecondary Institution interviews
Literature Review
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KEY FINDINGS
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APS Eligibility
 There is a high level of interest in the APS among
ineligible students
 Standardized test requirements are the biggest
barrier to APS eligibility
 A change in state policy regarding standardized
tests may be contributing to decreasing APS
eligibility
 The complexity of the program serves as a
barrier to eligibility
a c p e . a078
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APS Eligibility Continued
 The distinction between the CTE and
academic awards may unnecessarily limit
some students’ aspirations
 There are significant disparities in APS
eligibility by race and ethnicity and, to a lesser
extent, by region
 The predictive value of SAT and ACT scores is
coming under increasing question
nationally
a c p e . a079
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APS Use
 Reduced appeal of in-state institutions is a contributor
to declining interest in the APS
 The late timing of APS award notifications means it is
not a factor in most students’ postsecondary decisions
 Evidence suggests the APS scholarship is declining in
competitiveness compared to other financial aid
packages and that the award level has not kept pace
with the increased cost of attendance over time
 Continuing eligibility requirements are out of step with
student needs and industry standards
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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1. Simplify Program Eligibility
 Eliminate the distinction between CTE and academic
eligibility
 Offer multiple pathways and opportunities to
demonstrate academic rigor as an alternative to
current rigid curriculum requirements
 Base eligibility determinations on the first three
years of HS so students have APS award information
when they are making their decisions
 Consider using round numbers for award levels to
make them easier to remember and calculate
*ACPE-identified priority items indicated with bold emphasis
a c p e . a082
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2. Simplify and Increase
Flexibility

15

 Reduce continuing eligibility requirements,
particularly the number of credits required per
semester, to give students the best chance of success
 Consider adopting Satisfactory Academic Progress
standards or University Scholars standards to simplify
continuing eligibility tracking
 Increase the number of semesters and years students
are allowed to use the award to enable Alaska’s high
proportion of nontraditional students to achieve
their goals
*ACPE-identified priority items indicated with bold emphasis
a c p e . a083
laska.gov

3. Increase Access and Commit
to Equity
 Eliminate standardized testing requirements
 If testing requirements are not eliminated, reestablish
state policy requiring and paying for all Alaska high
school students to take a standardized test
 Consider replacing numerical cutoff scores with
qualitative criteria for establishing cutoff scores
 Ensure all students get early and ongoing academic
counseling to meet eligibility requirements
 Include disparity analysis in annual outcomes reports
*ACPE-identified priority items indicated with bold emphasis
a c p e . a084
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APS Program Review and Recommendations

NEXT STEPS
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Legislative Advocacy
 ACPE supports current legislative efforts to
address the issues presented in the report
• HB 48 – An Act relating to eligibility for the Alaska
performance scholarship program
• HB 129 – An Act relating to the maximum annual
awards for Alaska Performance Scholarships
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APS Task Force
 ACPE’s vision is to assemble a task force to
address the recommendations in the report
 This group would consist of stakeholders
across education, industry and government
sectors
 ACPE is currently in the early stages of
forming this task force
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Questions?
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Contact Information
Kerry Thomas – Director of Program Operations
907-465-6749
kerry.thomas@alaska.gov
APS Website
APS.Alaska.gov
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
FINANCE OFFICE
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505
Phone: 907.465.2962
Toll Free: 800.441.2962
TTY: Dial 711 or 800.770.8973
Fax: 907.465.3293
acpe.alaska.gov

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Members, Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education

THROUGH: Sana Efird, Executive Director
FROM:

Julie Pierce, Chief Finance Officer

DATE:

April 8, 2021

SUBJECT:

Finance Report

FY2022 Operating Budget
Following is a summary of the Commission’s FY2022 operating budget request included in the
Governor’s proposed budget released December 11, 2020 and corrected for technical adjustments.
No additional adjustments have been made since it was released.
Designated
General
Statutory
Interagency
General
Fund
Designated
Budget
(ASLC
Fund
Program
Program
Line
Receipts)
(AHEIF)
Receipts
Receipts
Total
Personal
Services $
6,656.2
431.5
21.7
- $ 7,109.4
Travel

32.4

-

-

-

32.4

Contractual

2,776.7

82.8

29.2

150.0

3,038.7

Supplies

108.2

-

-

-

108.2

WWAMI

3,258.0

3,258.0

AEG

-

5,841.8

-

-

5,841.8

APS

-

11,750.0

-

-

11,750.0

9,573.5

21,364.1

50.9

58.74

-

0.26

Total
Positions

$

090

150.0 $31,138.5
-

59.00
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FY2021 Summary Operating Budget and Actual Expenditures/Encumbrances
Following is a summary of the Interagency (ASLC Receipts) FY2021 operating budget
and approximate actual expenditures/encumbrances for the period ended February 28,
2021.

Personal services have been fully encumbered for expected fiscal year 2021. Other
expense categories have not been fully encumbered, but it is anticipated that there will
be an unencumbered balance by fiscal year end associated with on-going cost reduction
measures.
Alaska Student Loan Corporation
January 28th: The Corporation board meeting held on January 28th included the
following topics and actions:
•
•

The Board was updated on the subcommittee’s meetings focused on Investment Policy
review. The Board approved a motion to defer action on the Investment Policy until its
next scheduled meeting in March.
The Board approved the following resolution to allow Staff to continue to work on issuing
a consent solicitation statement to redeem the 2013A Series Notes:

To adopt the resolution of the Alaska Student Loan Corporation relating to the proposed
amendment of an indenture, execution of a supplemental indenture and other documents
and solicitation of consent in connection therewith; authorizing the taking of all other
actions necessary to the consummation of the transactions contemplated by this
resolution; and related matters.
March 11th: The Corporation board meeting held on March 11th included the
following topics and actions:
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Board notifications and updates:
• Fitch Rating - In its most recent press release and rating action, Fitch Ratings has
downgraded the rating of the class A notes of Alaska Student Loan Corporation 2013A
from AAAsf to AAs. Our financial advisor has advised that this will not impact our plan
to seek consent to redeem the Bonds.
• CFO update - the Board was updated on previously identified Strategic Areas of Focus.
• Consent Solicitation – the Board was updated on status of and action steps taken to issue
the consent solicitation to redeem existing 2013series A Notes.
• ASLC Annual Board Meeting Calendar – the Board was presented with a suggested
schedule of annual topics for future ASLC meetings.
Board Action:
• Fixed Interest Rates – The Board approved a motion to adopt the fixed interest rate
recommendations as proposed by staff. There were no proposed rate changes for ASEL,
FEL and PSEP compared to prior year. There was a proposed change in the structure of
the Refinance loan program to add additional term and FICO score tiers in addition to
proposed rates reductions compared to prior year.
The next Corporation Board meeting is scheduled for May 13th, 2021 to review Variable Rates and
Investment Policy.
If you have any questions or wish to discuss this report further, please do not hesitate to
contact me at 907-465-6757 or at julie.pierce@alaska.gov.
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Program Operations Report:
December 2020 – February 2021
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DIVISION OF PROGRAM OPERATIONS-QUARTER HIGHLIGHTS
Financial Aid Updates
Loan volume continues to be significantly lower this academic year compared to last year. As of
the end of February 2021, compared to the same period the year prior, loan originations are down
29% or $2.9M across all programs. A project to review the data associated with postsecondary
enrollment, FAFSA filing trends, and loan originations is underway to understand what factors
contribute to the decline in loan volume. The findings of this review will be discussed at the July
commission meeting.
The testing requirements for the Alaska Performance Scholarship are waived for the class of
2021 due to ongoing access issues for the ACT, SAT and WorkKeys tests. This waiver was also
granted to the class of 2020, and although there was a large increase in the number of APS
eligible students, there has not been an associated increase in the number of students receiving
APS for postsecondary programs. We will monitor the APS eligible students from the classes of
2020 and 2021 over time to determine if there are differences in student outcomes in
postsecondary education when a standardized test was not required for eligibility.
Project Updates
Academic Year 2021/2022 Preparation
We are working to implement changes to the refinance loan interest rate structure and credit
score criteria. A lower credit score tier for applicants with a FICO score of 680-719 will be
available this summer. Loans at this FICO level will have a higher interest rate than loans to
applicants with higher credit scores. In addition, the interest rate will be tied to the repayment
term. Applicants choose a 5-, 10-, or 15-year repayment term and will receive lower interest
rates for shorter term loans. These changes are intended to responsibly increase loan originations
and reduce the risk associated with the lower credit tier and longer repayment term.
Originations and Servicing Outsourcing
A request for proposals for originations of state education loans recently concluded. The
proposals received are currently under evaluation and a contract should be awarded in April.
The originator will provide application processing, school certifications, and loan disbursements.
ACPE loan originations are scheduled to transition to the new originator in fall 2021.
ACPE continues the planning and preparation activities for the loan servicing transition to AES
in mid-2022. Under contract, AES will service state education loans and provide customer
service, payment processing, repayment options, and pre-default collection services.
At the conclusion of these projects, ACPE will provide strong oversight of vendors performing
loan-related services to ensure borrowers are provided high quality service and the services are
performed in compliance with associated laws, regulations, and contract requirements.

Program Operations Commission Report: December 2020 – February 2021
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Publication Updates
The Alaska Performance Scholarship (APS) Outcomes report was provided to the legislature in
late January and shared electronically to a larger audience.
The fourth edition of the Alaska Higher Education Almanac was published in February 2021.
The publication was mailed to commission members, legislators, and other higher education
stakeholders and is available on ACPE’s website. In this edition, the COVID-19 edition, the
preliminary areas impacted by COVID-19 are identified and discussed. Next year, the Almanac
will look at the data for the COVID-19 impact areas and explore these in more detail.
A ten-year program review of the APS Program was published in March 2021. The report
suggested a number of ways to increase the effectiveness of APS to accomplish program goals
and reach more students. Over the next several months, ACPE will engage in discussions with
APS stakeholders to prioritize the recommendations and develop a plan for implementing them.
The reports described above are available at ACPE.alaska.gov/reports.
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LOAN ORIGINATIONS
Program Year 20/21 through February 2021
ASLC Loans Awarded

FEL $367,344
5%
ASEL $5,674,380
77%
Refinance Loan
$1,303,416
18%

Total = $7,345,140

*Of the total Refinance Loans, $429,052 are external loans refinanced by ACPE

ASLC Loans Awarded ($)
$9,000,000
$8,000,000
$7,000,000
$6,000,000
$5,000,000

ASEL

$4,000,000

FEL
Refinance Loan

$3,000,000
$2,000,000
$1,000,000
$0

AY17

AY18

AY19

AY20
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ASLC Loans Awarded (# of Loans)
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ASEL and FEL Awarded by School Location
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Loans Awarded
2020-2021
Amount
# of Loans
Awarded

Loan Type
Family
Education
Loans
AK
Supplemental
Loans
Refinance
Loans
Total:

2019-2020
Amount
# of Loans
Awarded

% Change
Amount
# of Loans
Awarded

34

$367,344

46

$533,261

-26.09%

-31.11%

532

$5,674,380

730

$7,731,886

-27.12%

-26.61%

35

$1,303,416

54

$1,945,789

-35.19%

-33.01%

601

$7,345,140

830

$10,210,936

-27.59%

-28.07%

ASEL Loans Awarded – by FICO Band
In-State

Out-of-State
Percent of Total
# of Loans
Out-of-State
Loans

FICO Band

# of Loans

Percent of Total
In-State Loans

720+

92

17.29%

212

39.85%

680-719

69

12.97%

77

14.47%

650-679

39

7.33%

43

8.08%

REFI Loans Awarded – by FICO Band
# of Loans

Percent of Total Refinance
Loans

780+

9

25.71%

720-779

26

74.29%

FICO Band

Loans Awarded – by Enrollment Intensity 1
2020-2021
Intensity
Level

1

2019-2020

% Change

# of Loans

Percentage

# of Loans

Percentage

On-Time

99

17.49%

172

22.26%

-42.44%

Full-Time

408

72.08%

537

69.14%

-24.02%

Half-Time

59

10.42%

67

8.61%

-11.94%

Total

566

776

-27.06%

Enrollment intensity statistics reflect only loan programs in which all three intensity levels are available (ASEL and FEL).
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Special Programs

Loan Type

2020-2021
Amount
# of Loans
Awarded

2019-2020
Amount
# of Loans
Awarded

% Change
Amount
# of Loans
Awarded

Winn Brindle
WWAMI
Medical
Education
Loan
WICHE
PSEP Loan

2

$59,643

3

$79,694

-33.33%

-25.16%

58

$1,318,273

60

$1,342,380

-3.33%

-1.80%

9

$205,910

14

$320,383

-35.71%

-35.73%

Total:

69

$1,377,916

77

$1,769,803

-10.39%

-22.14%

ACPE Loans Serviced by AES- Loan Detail by Loan Status
# of
Loans
38
6
5,984
1,042
96
917
809

In-School
Grace
Repay- Current
Repay- Past Due
Claim
Forbearance
Deferment
Total

8,892

$202,174
$23,839
$23,572,257
$4,191,845
$517,769
$4,639,191
$3,274,806

$75,329
$7,885
$998,020
$128,155
$42,135
$182,414
$248,456

Total Loan
Amount
$277,503
$31,724
$24,570,277
$4,320,000
$559,904
$4,821,605
$3,523,262

$36,421,881

$1,682,394

$38,104,275

Principal Amount

Interest Amount

FFELP Complaints
Quarter 3

# of Complaints
Complaint Descriptions
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ALASKA PERFORMANCE SCHOLARSHIP & ALASKA EDUCATION GRANT
Program Year 20/21 through February 2021

APS 3rd Quarter FY 21

University of Alaska - Southeast
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University of Alaska - Anchorage

Other Schools
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AEG 3rd Quarter FY 21
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University of Alaska - Anchorage

Other Schools
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
Customer Service Activity by Type
December 2020 through February 2021

Walk In
Email
Correspondence
Calls Placed
Calls Answered

0

500

1000

1500

FY20

FY21

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

2

Call Center Activity – December 2020 through February 2021
2020 – 2021

% Change

Calls Received in IVR

3,899

8,381

-53.48%

Calls Received in CS Queue

2,119

4,189

-49.42%

Calls Answered by CS

2,033

3,940

-48.40%

2 min 07 sec

2 min 21 sec

-10.25%

9,231

7,135

29.39%

Hold Time in CS Queue
Calls Placed

2

2019-2020

ACPE is closed to walk-ins due to COVID-19
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Payment Information - December 2020 through February 2021
Automatically Processed
Method

# of Borrowers

Web Pay

Amount Received

% of Total Dollars

12,780

$4,697,154

67.23%

1,324

$517,655

7.41%

TelPay/IVR

690

$374,640

5.36%

Bill Pay

729

$190,806

2.73%

Third Party Payer AWG

126

$44,187

0.63%

Third Party Payer

76

$37,564

0.54%

PFD

33

$30,285

0.43%

State AWG

36

$16,738

0.24%

15,794

$5,909,029

84.57%

Premiere Payments

Total

Scanned
Method

# of Borrowers

Amount Received

% of Total Dollars

AWG Checks

914

$278,765

3.99%

Coupon Checks

343

$144,356

2.07%

133

$78,181

1.12%

1,390

$501,302

7.17%

Local Payments-Scanned
Total

Manually Processed
Method

# of Borrowers

External Consolidation

Amount Received

% of Total Dollars

16

$570,807

8.17%

Local Payments-Not Scanned *

2

$5,851

0.08%

Total

18

$576,658

8.25%

17,202

$6,986,989

100.00%

843

$849,178

Grand Total
*Does not include Cares Act
Dec 2020

Alternative Loan Programs 2019 Cohort Default Rates
The Commission calculates default rates annually, based on Alaska alternative educational loans entering
repayment between January 1 and December 31 of the cohort year. Alaska alternative educational loans
greater than six months past due at the end of the first 12 months of repayment are included in the annual
default rate calculations.
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The Commission publishes two different default rate calculations for the alternative loan programs:
1. Institutional Rate – the rate of default on Alaska Supplemental, Alaska Student, and Teacher
Education Loans, at institutions administering education loan programs on behalf of Alaska
students.
2. Program Rate – the rate of default by specified loan program.

Institutional Cohort Default Rate
Institution
Location

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

Alaska

3.20%

4.97%

10.99%

7.45%

4.93%

10.51%

Out-of-State

2.53%

0.80%

2.40%

4.70%

3.27%

4.61%

Combined

2.84%

3.11%

6.75%

5.97%

4.12%

8.08%

Program Cohort Default Rate
Program

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

Alaska Supplemental Education Loan

2.88%

3.27%

6.40%

6.07%

3.54%

7.81%

Alaska Student Loan

0.00%

0.00%

95.80% i

0.00%

0.00%

103.98% ii

Alternative Consolidation Loan

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

1.07%

0.00%

Family Education Loan

0.00%

1.44%

2.41%

0.00%

0.00%

1.95%

Refinance Loan iii

0.00%

0.00%

0.81%

N/A

N/A

N/A

Teacher Education Loan

0.00%

0.00%

7.40%

5.38%

12.13%

10.45%

Winn Brindle Education Loan

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

6.45%

0.00%

i
Number consists of five defaulted AL loans. AL default rate impacts the Alaska rate (from 10.45% to 10.99%), Combined rate (from 6.46% to
6.75%), and UAA rate (from 17.84% to 19.49%).
ii

This rate represents one borrower with four loans; total disbursed < total default amount due to capitalized interest.

iii

2017 is the first cohort year for Refinance loans. The Refinance loan program was implemented August 1, 2016.
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
800 Dimond Blvd., Suite 200
Anchorage, Alaska 99515-2049
Toll Free: (800) 577-3367
In Anchorage: (907) 269-7980
TTY: Dial 711 or (800) 770-8973
Fax: (907) 269-7991
acpe.alaska.gov

MEMORANDUM
TO:
THROUGH:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Members, Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education
Sana Efird, Executive Director
Kate Hillenbrand, Director of Communications & Outreach
March 18, 2021
Outreach Report

The ACPE Communications & Outreach division delivers postsecondary awareness and
assistance resources in support of ACPE’s mission to promote access to and success in education
and career training beyond high school. In the first quarter of 2021, the Communications &
Outreach division continued delivering and adapting the entirety of its programs and resources
through various virtual platforms.
While in-person presentations and events did not occur in the first quarter, due to the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, the Outreach connected with students, families, and ACPE stakeholders in
300 telephonic or virtual service sessions; organized and/or presented in 84 work sessions,
trainings or webinars; reaching nearly 800 Alaskans.
COMMUNICATIONS & OUTREACH ACTIVITIES
During the first quarter of 2021, Outreach continued its efforts to remain responsive and nimble
to the needs of Alaska’s schools, districts, and stakeholders. Based on feedback and updated
Outreach resources, Outreach streamlined its communication and event scheduling with high
school counselors to ensure adequate preparation and effective completion of financial aid and
postsecondary planning needs. In addition, more of Outreach’s postsecondary planning resources
are now available for download through the Success Center website. Previously counselors,
parents, or other stakeholders needed to submit a request for materials to be mailed. Now, these
materials are all available for download through the Success Center.
In addition to our continued efforts to streamline and enhance access to Outreach resources and
programming, FAFSA completion is an ongoing priority for Outreach. In an effort to improve
FAFSA completion rates among Alaskans, the portion of ACPE’s website that is dedicated to the
FAFSA has been overhauled. New information includes: population-specific resources for
students and families and schools and districts, one-stop information about ACPE’s virtual
FAFSA completion initiatives, and quick links to complete the FAFSA. Statewide, Outreach is
involved in strategic cross-agency collaboration to support this critical postsecondary component
for Alaska’s students.
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
800 Dimond Blvd., Suite 200
Anchorage, Alaska 99515-2049
Toll Free: (800) 577-3367
In Anchorage: (907) 269-7980
TTY: Dial 711 or (800) 770-8973
Fax: (907) 269-7991
acpe.alaska.gov

ACPE Outreach Activities: January - March 2021

Service Interactions
Telephonic & Virtual Service
Interactions*
Virtual Sessions, Webinars,
Trainings**
Virtual Session Attendees***
Top Reason for Service
Interaction
FAFSA
Other/Not Sure
APS/AEG/ACPE Loans
Research Options & College
Applications
Financial Aid (General)

Jan. – Mar. 2021
300
84
781
Topic
Distribution
45%
24%
15%
8%
8%

ACPE Outreach Campaigns
ACPE Outreach launched targeted
social media/marketing campaigns
specific to FAFSA, APS/AEG,
and ACPE loan programs.
Interaction topics reflect increased
awareness and call to action for
stakeholders.

*Includes Success Center phone calls, Zoom sessions (1:1 & group), AKCIS Helpdesk, etc.
**Includes group/school presentations, FAFSA Time Alaska, AKCIS trainings & webinars, I
Know I Can, etc.
***Total number of attendees in Virtual Sessions section – does not include Telephonic &
Virtual Service Interactions or I Know I Can student participation
ALASKA CAREER INFORMATION SYSTEM (AKCIS)
•
•

•

•

Activation & Fee Waiver Agreements, submitted annually by AKCIS sites, 357 sites
processed
89% of the Alaska school districts (48/54) continued their commitment to student
Personal Learning & Career Plans (PLCPs) during this school year – with an uptick in
usage starting the 4th Quarter.
89% of Alaska public schools with high school students (225/252) have active AKCIS
site accounts
o 86% of schools with ten or more high school students (179/208) *
o 65% of schools with fewer than ten high school students (46/71) *
AKCIS Coordinator presented:
o Two Live sessions during the Tribal Youth Symposium for support providers
2
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Postsecondary Education
800 Dimond Blvd., Suite 200
Anchorage, Alaska 99515-2049
Toll Free: (800) 577-3367
In Anchorage: (907) 269-7980
TTY: Dial 711 or (800) 770-8973
Fax: (907) 269-7991
acpe.alaska.gov

Two recorded sessions during the AK School Counselor Association Conference
Two recorded sessions during the Alaska State Special Education Conference
One live session during the DEED CTE – Perkins V State Meetings
Facilitated two days of Career Information System Network State Meetings for
State Operators and User Services partners
o Facilitated Alaska CAN! Conference segment
o Hosted Alaska LIVE Job Shadows – Health Occupations event
 Recording Views in YouTube
• Health Care (Feb) – 35 views
• Construction (Dec) – 103 views
• Oil & Gas (Oct) – 172 views
Represented ACPE and AKCIS on the National Coalition for Career Development
Advisory Committee for Technology in Education
26 AKCIS distance training activities for 253 Students/Families and 241
Educators/Service Providers for a total of 494 total individuals
o 4 recorded video sessions are available to viewers for three months for
asynchronous viewing – unable to determine attendance at this time
o 2019/2020: 22 AKCIS training activities for 759 individuals were conducted same
quarter with the majority In-Person Presentations
o
o
o
o

•
•

On the Horizon:
•
•
•

Adding Alaska-specific Maritime Occupations to AKCIS in partnership with Alaska
Safety Alliance and UA Workforce Development
Contributing PLCP and AKCIS resource materials to the CTE – Common Repository
Represent ACPE on the Alaska ACT State Originations Council

* Adjusted for district-level site accounts in AKCIS for small schools
ALASKA COLLEGE & CAREER ADVISING CONSORTIUM (ACAC)
ACAC Statewide Initiatives: FAFSA Time Alaska and FAFSA Wednesdays
ACPE’s FAFSA outreach is comprised of two key components: FAFSA Time Alaska events and
weekly virtual assistance via FAFSA Wednesdays.
FAFSA Time Alaska is for group attendance (school, community, etc.) and involves program
registration and involvement of a school representative (teacher, counselor, etc.). ACPE provides
site coordinators with free resources and information (handouts, materials, etc.) to host a
successful FAFSA completion event. Participating students and families receive detailed walkthrough of the FAFSA process.
3
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800 Dimond Blvd., Suite 200
Anchorage, Alaska 99515-2049
Toll Free: (800) 577-3367
In Anchorage: (907) 269-7980
TTY: Dial 711 or (800) 770-8973
Fax: (907) 269-7991
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The weekly virtual FAFSA Wednesday’s series is geared towards individuals or families in need
of FAFSA assistance. Registration is not required. Individuals can drop in at any time between
3PM and 6PM on Zoom to receive assistance with FAFSA completion.
The last quarter saw a more strategized planning around FAFSA completion pathways, FAFSA
Time Alaska and FAFSA Wednesdays, to make them more accessible to Alaskan students and
families. Newly updated and streamlined communication was released to site coordinators across
Alaska to inform them about the multiple pathways to access and complete the FAFSA.
ALASKA POSTSECONDARY ACCESS & COMPLETION NETWORK (the Network):
Network Administrative Liaison
Serving a dual role as ACAC Program Coordinator and Network Administrative Liaison, this
quarter a heavy emphasis was placed on carrying out the 7th Annual AlaskaCAN! Conference, in
conjunction with the Network’s annual Board of Directors elections. The planning for the
Conference took several months with the Conference Committee meeting weekly. As a
contributing member of the Conference Committee and Election Committee, activities included
planning, communications, outreach, and coordination of various administrative tasks.
EARLY COLLEGE & CAREER EXPLORATION PROGRAMS:
Mid-Season Statistics
Kids2CollegeSM (K2CSM) – 5th-8th grade College and Career Exploration Program
Kids2College, sponsored through a partnership between ACPE and Alaska529, is a 6-lesson
college & career exploration program that helps 5th-8th grade students build early personal
learning and career plans (PLCP’s).
In addition to print curriculum, K2C offers a password protected PDF curriculum, a digital
student workbook, and numerous student and educator resources. Virtual college & career panels
are available for all students, and Flip Grid panelist videos are accessible for students working
asynchronously. In addition to virtual tours of five campuses and AVTEC, we also have virtual
campus events and pre-recorded campus highlights.
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800 Dimond Blvd., Suite 200
Anchorage, Alaska 99515-2049
Toll Free: (800) 577-3367
In Anchorage: (907) 269-7980
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Fax: (907) 269-7991
acpe.alaska.gov

•
•
•
•
•
•

Teachers from 18 schools received Kids2College curriculum and training for the 20202021 school year.
Over 1,075 students are currently working through the Kids2College curriculum.
41 classrooms are hosting Kids2College College & Career Panels this spring.
Students from 11 school districts and 14 communities are participating this year.
A total of 29 college and career panels are expected this year.
We have 5 participating campus partners – 2 virtual events for 3 campuses, 1
campus sharing video highlights using Flip Grid, and 1 local event.

I Know I Can (IKIC) – 1st-3rd grade College and Career Exploration Program
•
•
•

I Know I Can events for the 2020-2021 school year are scheduled for a total of 36
schools across 16 school districts.
Thirty events have been completed so far (40% completion).
Twenty-seven events have already been scheduled (37%), with another 8% anticipated
to be scheduled soon.
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800 Dimond Blvd., Suite 200
Anchorage, Alaska 99515-2049
Toll Free: (800) 577-3367
In Anchorage: (907) 269-7980
TTY: Dial 711 or (800) 770-8973
Fax: (907) 269-7991
acpe.alaska.gov

Early Career Explorers (ECE) – PK-4th grade Classroom Resources
•
•

Over 1,200 students are using Early Career Explorer Resources across 78 classrooms.
Students across 12 communities and 10 school districts are using these resources this
year.
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
800 Dimond Blvd., Suite 200
Anchorage, Alaska 99515-2049
Toll Free: (800) 577-3367
In Anchorage: (907) 269-7980
TTY: Dial 711 or (800) 770-8973
Fax: (907) 269-7991
acpe.alaska.gov

MEMORANDUM
TO:
THROUGH:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Members, Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education
Sana Efird, Executive Director
Kate Hillenbrand, Director of Communications & Outreach
March 26, 2020
Strategic Planning – Stakeholder Survey Findings

In February-March of 2021, the Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education launched a stakeholder
survey regarding its strategic planning initiatives. To garner relevant input from parties external to ACPE,
this survey was sent to contacts from Alaska’s secondary and postsecondary institutions, business and
industry partners, non-profit organizations, educational foundations, Legislators, and Commissioners.
With a 24% response rate, survey recipients answered questions related to five categories highlighted in
our strategic planning efforts:
Five Strategic Planning Survey Categories
ACPE Mission Fulfillment
Financial Aid & Outreach Resources & Programs
Website User Experience
Information Sharing
Additional Programming Needs & Feedback
ACPE MISSION FULFILLMENT
The ACPE Strategic Planning stakeholder survey indicates that 83.9% of respondents believe ACPE’s
programs and services support its mission to “promote access to and success in education and career
training beyond high school”. An additional 62.5% of respondents agree that ACPE’s programs meet the
needs of Alaska’s postsecondary students.
FINANCIAL AID & OUTREACH RESOURCES & PROGRAMS
The survey asked about the respondents’ familiarity with various financial aid and outreach programming.
The majority of respondents selected they were “Somewhat Familiar” with ACPE’s suite of financial aid
programs including Alaska Performance Scholarship (APS), Alaska Education Grant (AEG), Alaska
Student Education Loan (ASEL), Family Education Loan (FEL), and Education Refinance Loan. While
most fell within the “Somewhat Familiar”, the APS had the highest level of familiarity (Very Familiar)
and the Education Refinance Loan had the lowest (Unfamiliar/Never Heard of It).
Additionally, the survey asked respondents about their familiarity with ACPE’s Outreach programs.
Similarly, most respondents selected “Somewhat Familiar” with ACPE’s Outreach programs, including
AKCIS, Alaska College & Career Advising Consortium (ACAC), ACPE Success Center, I Know I Can,
and Kids2College. AKCIS had the highest level of familiarity while I Know I Can had the lowest.
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When asked about which program APCE is most widely known, options included all financial aid,
outreach, and Institutional Authorization options, 48.2% of respondents determined ACPE is most wellknown for the APS/AEG.
WEBSITE USER EXPERIENCE
Given that an agency website is a critical component to deliver information, content, and materials to the
public, ensuring our stakeholders have a positive experience interface with ACPE’s website is vital. The
survey asked respondents to rate the ACPE website with a scale of: Needs Improvement, Satisfactory,
Very Good, and Excellent. This scale was used to individually rank in the following website categories:
Navigation, Design, and Content. In each category, 42%-47% of respondents selected “Satisfactory”, with
Navigation having the highest rate for “Needs Improvement” at 26.9%.
When asked about the information obtained most frequently from ACPE’s website, 33.9% indicated they
sought APS/AEG information and 18.8% for AKCIS. The other responses ranged from 11%-13% for
programs including: ACPE Loan Programs, Institutional Authorization, Outreach Programs, and Other.
INFORMATION SHARING
Through the process of strategic planning, it is important to understand how stakeholders engage with and
share information about ACPE’s programs and resources. As such, the survey asked recipients to indicate
not only the pathways through which they disseminate the information shared by ACPE, but also the
information they feel is most relevant to their organizations (and stakeholders).
Given five individual types of communications to score separately (each type could score 100%), ACPE’s
general financial aid resources/brochures were scored at 66% and ACPE’s emails about programs and
updates scored at 48%. When asked about the most effective methodology to share ACPE information
social media campaigns/posts were considered the most effective, followed closely by virtual/in-person
information sessions/presentations and email communications.
ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMING NEEDS AND FEEDBACK
Although 62.5% of respondents agree that ACPE’s programs meet the needs of Alaska’s postsecondary
students, there is also agreement and understanding that more can be done to improve programming and
support our students. When asked, What is the most important improvement that ACPE can make to
support postsecondary attainment in Alaska? the top three responses were:
-

36.36%: Advocate for increased funding to programs like the Alaska Performance
Scholarship and the Alaska Education Grant
34.55%: Increase outreach and participation at school district and/or postsecondary
education events
14.55%: Increase access to loan programs by updating applicant qualifications and program
requirements

2
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When asked about alternative methodologies for sharing ACPE information and resources, additional
feedback was provided for ACPE consideration. This feedback included:
-

Enhanced participation/collaboration with K-12 Administrators
Targeted marketing campaigns for non-traditional postsecondary pathway funding
Utilizing additional forms of social media and print platforms for campaigns

Lastly, the survey asked for additional feedback about the kinds of programming and resources
stakeholders would like to see ACPE offer in the future. Most of the responses centered on the following
themes:
-

Increased collaboration with rural Alaska and Alaska Native/Tribal Organizations
K-12 postsecondary outreach programming, including targeted middle school populations
Focus on scholarships and grants available to Alaskans
Loan program options, understanding, etc.

NEXT STEPS
-

Utilize findings in Senior Manager strategic planning process to meet and develop ACPE
section goals, performance measures, and desired outcomes.
Establish stakeholder focus group meetings during Quarter 2 to gather further input
regarding specific content areas for improvement and development.

3
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Alaska Commission on
Postsecondary Education
P.O. Box 110505
Juneau, Alaska 99811-0505

Customer Service Center
Toll Free: (800) 441-2962
In Juneau: (907) 465-2962
TTY: Dial 711 or (800) 770-8973
Fax: (907) 465-5316
acpe.alaska.gov

MEMORANDUM
TO:
THROUGH:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Members, Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education
Sana Efird, Executive Director
Jamie Oliphant, Director of Information Support Services (ISS)
3/19/21
ISS activities

Alternative Loan Originations and Servicing Outsourcing Projects
ISS continues to play an active role in the preparation of the alternative loan outsourcing
projects. This past quarter ISS has been working with a cross-functional project team and with
American Education Services (AES) focusing on data and process mapping. These early
analytic steps will streamline the conversion process later this fall. The team has also been part
of the Originations Outsourcing RFP and will be part of the review committee for the responses
that are expected to be returned to ACPE on March 25th. These outsourcing projects and
initiatives will be ISS’s main focus over the next year and half.
Program Year 22 Project
ISS staff have been working with Operations and Finance on making the appropriate updates to
our online borrower application portal to allow for applicants to start applying for our alternative
educational loan programs for the upcoming school year. The first phase of this project is
scheduled to be implemented at the beginning of May. Phase I implementation normally
includes only the Alaska Supplemental Education Loan (ASEL) and Family Education Loan
(FEL). This year we will also implement changes to the Alaska Refinance Loan (REFI). Our
online application portal needed updating to accommodate the changes for REFI. The ISS team
has been focusing on design, construction and testing of these changes and are currently on track
to meet the Phase I implementation date. REFI implementation is two months earlier than past
years and we are excited to get these changes out to our customers.
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Other Agency-wide Projects and Activity
ISS continues routine updates and changes to ensure systems are operating accurately, securely
and efficiently. We strive to look for continuous improvements following the Lean philosophy
and have successfully been able to automate manual work taking place in both ISS and Finance
and are identifying areas of other opportunities as well.
Network support continues in the activities related to keeping the infrastructure up and running
as well as responding to staff requests for assistance. This past quarter we also focused on
security updates for staff PC’s and ACPE’s infrastructure equipment. The security upgrades
patch vulnerabilities in previous firmware versions.
Please feel free to contact me if there are any questions or need for additional information on this
report. It is a pleasure serving the commission.

Information Support Services Commission Report: Jan 2021 – March 2021
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TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Members, Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education
Arth Brown III, Vice President – Immediate Past President,
Alaska Postsecondary Access and Completion Network
March 18, 2021
Alaska Postsecondary Access & Completion Network Activities Update

The Alaska Postsecondary Access and Completion Network appreciates ACPE’s support and endorsement of
the “65% by 2025” statewide attainment goal. The information below delivers the status of the Network’s
primary ongoing activities:
• Strategic Plan (2025) with Operating Priorities (2020-2022): At the January meeting, the Board reviewed
and voted on adoption of the Strategic Plan developed as a result of the October 28, 2020 Work Session
with the Foraker Group. The newly adopted Strategic Plan can be viewed here.
• Network Committees: At the February meeting, the Board approved newly restructured Network
Committees to include Advocacy, External Relations, Research & Data Collection, Professional
Development, and Network Governance. The scope of focus of the Committees is now better aligned with
the Operating Priorities (2020-2022) of the Strategic Plan (2025).
• Network Bylaws: At the February meeting, the Board adopted the revised Network Bylaws. The existing
amendments were incorporated into the revised version of the Bylaws. The revision process took several
months and was led by the Network Governance/Development Committee. The final outcome is the result
of collective engagement and meaningful feedback received from all Board Directors.
• 7th Annual AlaskaCAN! Conference: The 7th Annual AlaskaCAN! Conference was held virtually over Zoom
on February 24-26, 2021. The theme of this year’s Conference was “Reaching Our Goal: 65% by 2025 The
Landscape of Education and Equity during a Pandemic and Beyond”. This year's theme centered on two
attainment factors: Credentials of Value and Building K-16 Educational Pathways. We addressed these
factors through two critically important lenses as we continue to navigate the COVID-19 pandemic: Equity
& Access and Distance-Delivered Programming. There were approximately 100 attendees. Attendees had
the opportunity to engage and collaborate in meaningful ways to move us towards reaching our collective
goa. Our Keynote Speakers included Dr. Tamika L. Ledbetter, Commissioner, Alaska DOLWD; Dr. Michael
Johnson, Commissioner, Alaska DEED; Sana P. Efird, Executive Director, ACPE; and Cathy LeCompte,
Director, AVTEC. The Conference received overwhelmingly positive feedback from the attendees.
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• 2021 Board of Directors Elections: The Board of Directors elections coincided with the AlaskaCAN!
Conference. Congratulations to the following Network members who assumed their new positions at the
Network Board of Directors meeting on March 18, 2021:
AT LARGE (3-year Term: 2021-2024):
o Shelly Morgan
AT LARGE (3-year Term: 2021-2024):
o Charles Seaca
BUSINESS (3-year Term: 2021-2024):
o Alex Tatum
STUDENT (3-year Term: 2021-2024):
o Chloe Pleznac
VOCATIONAL/TRIBAL (3-year Term: 2021-2024):
o Angela Peacock
AT LARGE (Special 1-year Term: 2021-2022):
o Krystal “KJ” Crawford
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION (Special 1-year Term: 2021-2022):
o Kelechukwu Alu
RURAL ALASKA (Special 1-year Term: 2021-2022):
o Vincent Villella
• Network Board Officer Nominations: At the March meeting, the Board elected a new President, Kate
Hillenbrand, who is the ACPE seat representative. Dr. Pearl Brower (Alaska Native Seat) remained the
Treasurer, and Janelle Vanasse (Secondary Education Seat) remained the Secretary for another year. Arth
Brown III, the former President, assumed the role of the Vice President – Immediate Past President, and
although no longer a Board Member, will continue to engage and support the new President and the
Board as the non-voting Network member. The nomination and election of the Vice President – President
Elect will resume at the April Board meeting.
Additional Network information is located at www.65by2025.org.
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Administrative Action Log
3rd Quarter FY21
(December 2020 – February 2021)
Appeals and Complaints
DATE

None

DESCRIPTION

ACTION TAKEN

Executive Director Decisions
DATE

12/8/2020
12/8/2020
1/7/2021
1/7/2021
2/01/21
2/08/21
2/19/21

DESCRIPTION

Medical Cancellation
Medical Cancellation
Medical Cancellation
Settlement Offer
Settlement Offer
Settlement Offer
Settlement Offer

Administrative Action Log

ACTION TAKEN

Denied
Administrative write-off, uncollectible
Administrative write-off, uncollectible
Denied
Counter offer
Counter offer
Offer accepted

3rd Quarter 2021
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Commission Members’ Affiliations

Please provide any updates the Commission Secretary

BARBARA ADAMS
Nenana City Public School – School Board, Advisory North Seat
American Educational Research Association – Member
American Evaluation Association – Member
National Rural Education Association – Member
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics – Member
Mixed Methods International Research Association – Member
Fairbanks Retriever Club – Member, Formerly Treasurer
Nenana Community Church – Member
Former Affiliations:
Education Northwest Board of Directors – Ex Officio, Chair, Vice Chair,
Secretary/Treasurer, Member
University of Alaska Fairbanks – Graduate College, School of Education,
Interior-Aleutians Campus
University of Alaska, K-12 Outreach
NSF Math Focus Project Grant External Advisory Committee, InteriorAleutians Campus, UAF
Friends of the Library, Nenana Public Library – Board Member
American Mathematical Society – Member
Acoustical Society of America – Member
DALE ANDERSON
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association Alaska Travel Industry Association
City and Borough of Juneau Assembly member Commercial Fisheries Entry
Commission, Commissioner Juneau Chamber of Commerce
Juneau Convention and Visitors Bureau University of Alaska Board of Regents
JOSHUA BICCHINELLA
Anchorage Chamber of Commerce Wisailla Chamber of Commerce Palmer
Chamber of Commerce Big Lake Elementary PTO
Wasilla Government Affairs Committee Member
Alaska Postsecondary Access and Completion Network Director (Business Seat)
Pi Alpha Alpha Honor Society Member- Walden Chapter
Meadow Lakes Community Council Member
PEARL BROWER
Wells Fargo Advisory Board
Alaska Postsecondary Access and Completion Network - Tribal/Vocational Seat
Friends of Tuzzy Library - Secretary/Treasurer
Tribal College Journal – Chair
Alaska Airlines Community Advisory Board
The Foraker Group Operations Board of Directors Leadership: Barrow
JOHN BROWN
Academic Advisory Council of Mat-Su Central (AAC)
Alaska Council of School Administrators (ACSA)
Alaska Association of Elementary School Principals (AAESP)
Alaska Association of Secondary School Principals (AASSP)
Alaskans for Palmer Hayflats (APH)
Mat-Su Principal Association (MSPA)
Wasilla Chamber of Commerce (WCC)
MADELYN CHRISTIANSEN
Former Affiliations:
Alaska 4H Chapter
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Health Occupations Students of America
Family, Career and Community Leaders of America
National Honors Society
Kodiak High School Student Government
Former Freshman Representative for Alaska Pacific University
Kodiak High School Varsity Soccer
Kodiak High School Varsity Track and Field
Kodiak High School Varsity Cross Country- Team Captain 2017-2018
HARRIET DRUMMOND
Alaska Legislature —House of Representatives, Chair of the House Education
Committee Romig Park Improvement Company, President, Board of Directors
Girl Scouts of Alaska, Member, Troop 49
World Hellenic Interparliamentary Association, Member, U.S Delegation North
Star Community Council, past chair
Federation of Community Councils, past chair Anchorage School Board, 19942003, past president Anchorage Municipal Assembly, 2008-2013, past chair
Municipality of Anchorage, Title 21 Land Use Plan Rewrite Committee, member,
2008-2013
CHERYL EDENSHAW
Northwest Artic Borough Economic Development Commission – Member
Kikiktagruk Inupiat Corporation Board – Member
Alaska Workforce Investment Board – Member
Chukchi/UAF Advisory Council – Chair
Former affiliations:
Kotzebue Advisory Board – Chair
Kotzebue City Council – Member
Native Village of Kotzebue – Member
Maniilaq Assn. Board of Directors – Member
Aqqaluk trust – Trustee
LINDSAY HALLAM
American Library Association- Member
Alaska Library Association- Member
Christian Librarian Consortium- Member
Association of Christian Librarians- Member
Alaska Advisory Council on Libraries- Member
KEITH HAMILTON
Alaska Christian College, President
Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education, Commissioner Board of
Education and Early Development, Member
Certified-Christian Non-Profit Leader, Azusa Pacific University Evangelical
Covenant Church Ministerium
Kenai Peninsula Alaska Ministerial Association Kenai Peninsula Executive
Directors Association North Park University, Board of Trustees Personnel Board,
Member
Soldotna Chamber of Commerce Former Affiliations:
Alaska Children’s Trust Steering Committee Alaska Juvenile Justice
Advisory Council, Member Arctic Barnabas Ministry, Board Member
Covenant Bible College Midwest, Windsor, Board Vice Chair
Evangelical Covenant Church, National Board of Christian Formation,
Secretary Faith Based and Community Initiatives Advisory Council,
Member
Mission Springs Conference Center, Scotts Valley, CA, Board Member
New Hope Counseling Center, Ex-Officio Board Member
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Sexual Abstinence Curriculum Task Force, Rocklin Unified School
District, Member Task Force on Postsecondary Education, Member
DONALD HANDELAND
American Society of Civil Engineers
Former Affiliations:
Alaska State Board of Education and Early Development
Alaska Advisory Task Force on Higher Education and Career Readiness
Alaska Association of Student Governments Executive Board
DON LISTON
Legislative Staff, 1983 session
Master’s Degree in Education, UAS 1989
Alaska Type A Certified Teacher, 2003-2019
Classroom teacher/Adult Basic Education Instructor
BP Teacher of Excellence, 2013
Legislative Staff, 2018 session
Member of Susitna Rotary, Willow Chamber of Commerce
LES MORSE
Retired Public Employees of Alaska AARP
Former affiliations:
Education Northwest Board of Directors
Council of Chief State School Officers – President of Deputies
Commission Alaska Department of Education and Early Development
University of Alaska Southeast Adjunct Juneau School Administrators
Association National Education Association
Juneau School District Lower Yukon School District
Douglas Fourth of July Committee Douglas Community Advisory
Committee
LISA PARKER
University of Alaska Board of Regents City of Soldotna Council member
Resource Development Council Board of Directors Alaska State Chamber of
Commerce Board of Directors
Alaska Municipal League Board of Directors – November 2017 – present
Alaska Commission on Postsecondary Education Board of Directors – March 2017
– present
City Council Soldotna, Alaska – 2002-2007; 2016 – Present
Governor’s Sustainability Conference – June 2015
Governor’s Oil and Gas Policy Transition Team – December 2014
Resource Development Council Board of Directors – 2004 – Present
Alaska Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors – 2009 – 2018
Anchorage, Alaska Downtown Rotary – 2013 – 2016
Soldotna, Alaska Rotary – 2016 - 2018
Kenai Peninsula Food Bank Board of Directors – 2013 – 2015
Kenai Peninsula Planning Commission – December 2010 – January 2012
Kenai Peninsula Borough Board of Adjustment – December 2008 – December
2010
Conference of Alaskans, 2004
Anchorage Charter Commission, 1975 (elected to Commission at age 19)
U.S. Department of Transportation, Pipeline Safety Standard Committee 19941999, Committee Chair – 1994-1998, Reappointed 2004 – 2011.
University of Alaska, Kenai River Campus, College Council 1997-2003, ViceChair 1999-2002
Blood Bank of Alaska, Board of Directors 2000-2002
Kenai Watershed Forum Board of Directors, 1999-2002
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Alaska – Alberta Bilateral Council, 2002. Appointed by Governor Tony Knowles
Governor’s Water Quality Work Group, 1996-1997
American Planning Association, Alaska Chapter, Regional Vice-President South
Central Alaska 1997-1999
Alaska Trails Plan Review Taskforce, Governor’s Trail & Recreational Access for
Alaska Citizens Advisory Board, 1999
Governor’s Natural Resources Policy Transition Team, Chair Subcommittee on
Oil, Gas, and Mining, 1995
International Oil Spill Conference Technical Review Committee, 1994-1995
Alaska Common Ground, Board of Directors, 1991-1993
Kenai Peninsula Community Care Center, Board of Directors, 1992-January 2007
National Association of Environmental Professionals, 1988-1998
Mining and Petroleum Training Services, Board of Directors, 1984-1992
Alaska Reapportionment Board, Vice-Chair, 1990
Assist numerous nonprofit organizations in capital campaigns and fundraising efforts
GARY STEVENS
Co-Chair, Council on State Governments, International Committee: 2015 – present
Member, Council on State Governments, Rules Working Group: 2013 – present
Director, Kodiak Oral History Project
President, Alaska Historical Society
Board of Directors, Alaska Humanities Forum
Former affiliations:
National Chair, Council on State Governments: 2013
Ex-Officio Member, Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute Mayor, Kodiak
Island Borough
Mayor, City of Kodiak President, School Board
Presiding Officer, Borough Assembly
Board of Directors, Alaska Municipal League Alaska Conference of
Mayors
Vice-President, Southwest Alaska Municipal Conference Chairman,
Kodiak Mayor’s Conference
Member, Pacific Fisheries Legislative Task Force
Ex-Officio Member, Alaska Aerospace Development Corporation: 2002
Host Committee, CSG Conference: 2003
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ACRONYMS AND TERMS FOR ALASKA COMMISSION ON POSTSECONDARY
EDUCATION (ACPE)
65 by 2025

Initiative of the Alaska Postsecondary Access & Completion
Network, funded by a Lumina grant, to increase the percentage of
working-age Alaskans who will have a postsecondary credential
to 65% by the year 2025.

Accreditation

Accreditation is a peer review process that examines competency,
authority, or credibility of a higher education institution. Alaska
requires that colleges and universities operating in the state be
accredited by a body recognized by the Secretary of Education.
The goal of accreditation is to ensure that education provided by
institutions of higher education meets acceptable levels of quality
and that credits are transferrable.

Alaska Education and
Workforce Outcomes
Database (Outcomes)

Statewide Longitudinal Data System (SLDS) developed to
manage, analyze and evaluate outcomes of educational programs
and services. Outcomes is a partnership between the University
of Alaska, Alaska Department of Education & Early
Development, Alaska Department of Labor & Workforce
Development and ACPE. Outcomes replaces the ANSWERS
system.

American Education
Services (AES)

American Education Services. (AES) is a Federal Family
Education Loan Program (FFELP) and private (alternative)
student loan national servicer, owned by the Pennsylvania Higher
Education Assistance Agency (PHEAA). AES services ACPE’s
legacy FFELP portfolio.

Alaska Career
Information System
(AKCIS)

AKCIS is a web-based statewide service offered by ACPE to
provide comprehensive, interactive and user-friendly career and
postsecondary education/training information to help youth and
adult users explore and plan for careers, with emphasis on careers
within Alaska. AKCIS is offered in all 54 school districts.

Alaska College and
Career Advising Corps
(ACAC)

Designed under a federal College Access Challenge Grant
(CACG), ACAC provides training and information resources
to partners and volunteers across the state who are
committed to developing a postsecondary education culture
and helping Alaska's students access and benefit from
postsecondary education and career training. The program
includes mentoring through the FAFSA Time Alaska, Apply
Now Alaska and Decision Day Alaska programs

AlaskAdvantage

The trademarked name of a now-discontinued suite of ACPE
education loan programs and services that offered benefits or
outreach to Alaskans and to the organizations that serve Alaska's
students. This program ended when the Department of Education
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discontinued the Federal Family Education Loan Program
(FFELP).
Alaska Education Grant
(AEG)

A state need-based grant ranging from $500 to $2,000 per
academic year for qualifying Alaska residents attending
participating Alaska postsecondary institution. AEG awards are
funded by the Alaska Higher Education Investment Fund (HEIF),
and operating costs are absorbed by ACPE.

Alaska Navigator:
Statewide Workforce and
Education-Related
Statistics (ANSWERS)

ANSWERS is the State of Alaska’s P-20W Statewide
Longitudinal Data System. ANSWERS was developed to link
existing Alaska K-12, higher education and employment data to
deliver critical information to Alaska’s policymakers, educators,
and general public about the state’s education continuum. In
2012, the state received a $4 million federal grant over 3 years to
develop the system. The system has been rebranded and is now
known as the Alaska Education and Workforce Outcomes
Database (Outcomes)

Alaska Performance
Scholarship (APS)

Alaska’s state performance-based scholarship to incent Alaska’s
students, parents and educators to strive for excellence in
education. Awards may be used at participating colleges,
universities or approved career and technical education programs
in Alaska.

Alaska Postsecondary
Access and Completion
Network (Alaska CAN or
The Network)

The Network, is a non-profit organization originally created by
ACPE under a federal College Access Challenge Grant (CACG),
The Network focuses on increasing postsecondary access and
success in Alaska and promulgated the state’s 65 by 2025
attainment goal. Board members represent secondary and
postsecondary education, business, rural and urban areas, and
community nonprofits. It establishes a network for members to
share best practices, tools and resources relating to college access
and success.

Alaska Presence Benefit

A legacy annual credit to qualifying borrowers’ loan principal
balances to reduce their costs. Borrowers qualify while living in
Alaska. The ASLC Board approves the offering of benefits
annually based on cash flows and costs estimates. This benefit is
not offered on new loans.

Alaska Student Aid
Portal (ASAP)

ACPE web portal to provide students with secure access to realtime grant and scholarship account information regarding their
eligibility, award level, remaining terms available, remaining
years in which to use available terms, and ability to change
record of school of attendance.

Alaska Student Loan
Corporation (ASLC)

The state corporation that funds the student loan programs and
ACPE’s operating budget. Created in 1987 to provide a means of
alternative financing in the form of tax-exempt bonds. ASLC is
governed by a board of directors appointed by the governor (two
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from ACPE and the Commissioners of Revenue, Administration
and Community & Economic Development).
Alaska Supplemental
Education Loan (ASEL)

Alaska’s state education loan program to provide supplemental
financial assistance if the federal loan program is insufficient to
cover the costs of attendance or if the borrower does not qualify
for financial aid under the federal student loan program.

Annual Percentage Rate
(APR)

The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) is the yearly cost of
borrowing a loan, shown as a percentage of the amount
borrowed. Because APR is calculated the same way on different
loans from different lenders, the APR also allows applicants to
compare loans with different terms and conditions.

Apply Now Alaska

An initiative coordinated statewide by ACPE and based on the
American College Application Campaign model, to assist firstgeneration and low-income high school students as they navigate
the complexities of the admissions process to postsecondary
institutions. The event season runs from November to February.

Ascendium Education
Group (AEG)

ACPE’s federal loan guarantor, located in Madison, Wisconsin.
Formerly known as Great Lakes Higher Education Guarantee
Corporation.

Award Letter

An official document issued by a school's financial aid office that
lists the financial aid offered to the student through the school. It
provides details of a borrower’s financial need and the
breakdown of the financial aid package according to amount,
source and type of aid. The award letter (also called a Financial
Aid Notification/FAN) includes the terms and conditions for the
financial aid and cost of attendance.

Administrative Wage
Garnishment (AWG)

State statutes and regulations provide ACPE the authority to
garnish wages of a borrower who has defaulted on their state
loan, without the need for a court order. Limitations are
structured in state and federal law.

Award Year

The academic year for which financial aid is requested (or
received).

A.W. “Winn” Brindle
Education Loan (WB)

This program, which is no longer funded, was funded by private
donations and offered forgivable loans to full-time students in a
fisheries-related degree or certificate program.

Borrower Benefits

Interest rate reductions and account credits that reduce the overall
cost of borrowing. ASLC benefits are variable and are evaluated
and approved annually based on cash flows and costs estimates.
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Campus-Based Aid

Financial aid programs administered by the student’s school. The
federal government provides the school with a fixed annual
allocation, which is awarded by the financial aid administrator to
qualifying students. Programs include the Perkins Loan,
Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant, and Federal WorkStudy. Note that there is no guarantee that every eligible student
will receive financial aid through these programs because the
awards are made from a fixed pool of money.

Capitalized Interest

Unpaid interest charges added to the principal balance of an
educational loan thereby increasing the size of the loan. Interest
is then charged on the new balance, including both the unpaid
principal and the accrued interest. Capitalizing the interest
increases the monthly payment and the amount of money
ultimately repaid. Interest is generally capitalized when there is a
change in the status of the loan at a time when there is unpaid
interest outstanding, such as going from deferment to repayment
status. Borrowers can significantly reduce their costs by paying
interest each month, even if a payment is not due.
A non-profit association that maintains a comprehensive
electronic registry of postsecondary student records provided by
the participating schools. Over 2,700 colleges, 91% of the
nation’s enrollment, participate. The Clearinghouse process
identifies those borrowers who withdraw from school and need to
begin repayment; transfer from one school to another; return to
school and may be eligible for a deferment; continue in school
and are eligible for deferment or in-school extension.

Clearinghouse (or
National Student
Clearinghouse (NSC)

Cohort Default Rate
(CDR)

A measurement of loan cohort performance that identifies the
percent of the cohort that is in default at a given time. Cohorts
may include schools, states, or calendar groups. Alaska loan
cohort rates are calculated annually based on loans entering
repayment between January 1 and December 31 of the cohort
year, which are greater than six months (180 days) past due at the
end of the first 12 months of repayment and have not previously
defaulted. These calculations differ from the federal cohort
default rate calculations.
The US Department of Education cohort default rate is calculated
as the percentage of borrowers who entered repayment on Federal
Family Education Loan (FFEL) Program or William D. Ford
Federal Direct Loan (Direct Loan) Program loans between Oct.
1st and Sept. 30th of a given year and subsequently defaulted prior
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to Sept. 30th two years later (for example, the 2016 CDR is
calculated on student loans entering repayment between Oct 1,
2015 and Sept 30, 2016 and subsequently default prior to Sept
30, 2018).
College Access Challenge
Grant (CACG)

A federal grant program to foster partnerships among federal,
state, and local governments and philanthropic organizations
through matching challenge grants aimed at increasing the
number of low-income students who are prepared to enter and
succeed in postsecondary education.

Consolidation Loan

A loan that combines several student loans into one bigger loan
from a single lender. The consolidation loan pays off the balances
on the other loans. ACPE no longer offers a consolidation loan;
however, federal consolidation loans are still available.

Cosigner

A cosigner is responsible for loan repayment if the borrower fails
to repay it. Borrowers who do not meet ACPE’s credit
requirements must provide a cosigner who meets those
requirements. Also called an endorser.

Cost Of Attendance
(COA)

Also known as the cost of education or budget. The total cost for
the student to attend school, including tuition and fees, room and
board, allowances for books and supplies, transportation, and
personal and incidental expenses. Loan fees, if applicable, may
also be included in the COA. Childcare and expenses for
disabilities may also be included. Schools establish standard
budgets for students: living on-campus and off-campus, married
and unmarried, and residents and nonresidents.

Credit Rating or Credit
Score

Credit ratings or scores are calculated by credit bureaus based on
an individual’s past debt and repayment history. Credit bureaus
and credit reporting agencies provide this information to banks
and businesses to determine if an applicant meets the applicable
underwriting standard to qualify for a loan. Credit scores
generally range from 300 to 850, with the 2019 Alaska average
score being 675.

Credit Reporting

ACPE reports the current status of all accounts to national credit
bureaus monthly, which impacts the borrower’s credit rating.
Accounts that are 60 or more days delinquent are reported past
due.

Dear Colleague Letter
(DCL)

An official communication to schools and lenders that explains
and clarifies the federal Department’s guidance regarding federal
regulations and statutes. Also known as a Dear Partner Letter.

Decision Day Alaska

An initiative, derived from the national College Decision Day, to
recognize high school seniors for their postsecondary educational
plans and encourage younger students and families to prepare
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early for postsecondary education. The event season runs from
May to June.
Default

Failure to make monthly payments on the loan as agreed, or
failure to abide by terms and conditions of a loan promissory note
(PN). ACPE borrowers who default may be subject to wage and
PFD garnishment and transferred to a collection agency, among
other consequences.

Default Rate

The general definition of default rate is the measure as a
percentage of borrowers who failed to make scheduled payments
in a specified date range. See also Cohort Default Rate CDR.

Deferment

A period of time during which a borrower is allowed to postpone
repaying the loan. With the exception of federal subsidized loans,
interest continues to accrue during deferment periods. A borrower
can postpone paying the interest charges by capitalizing the
interest, which increases the size of the loan. Most loan programs
allow students to defer their loans while they are in school at least
half-time. A borrower who defaults on a loan loses eligibility for
a deferment on that loan.

Dependent

For purposes of completing the FAFSA, a dependent student is
generally one who is unmarried and under 24 years old. Federal
need-based aid to dependent students is awarded based on their
parents’ income.

Direct Loans (DL)

The William D. Ford Federal Direct Loan Program (AKA the
Direct Loan Program) is a federal program through which the
federal government makes student loans. Loans may be
subsidized for students considered high need under the FAFSA
formula, meaning that the loans have very low rates and the
federal government pays the interest during the in-school period
and during certain other deferments.
Generally, ACPE’s interest rates are the next lowest option for
Alaska students, after subsidized loans.

Direct Payment (ACH)

Automatic electronic debit from borrower’s bank account each
month for loan repayment. Borrowers making direct payment at
ACPE receive a 0.25% interest rate reduction. The benefit is
reviewed annually by the ASLC Board.

Disclosure

A written statement of the repayment terms of the loan sent to the
borrower at the time the loan is scheduled for repayment. It
identifies the principal balance, the estimated interest to be paid
over the life of the loan, annual interest rate, annual percentage
rate, the number of payments to be made and the monthly
payment amount. A new disclosure is sent to the borrower if the
repayment schedule changes, for example if the student receives
a deferment. A disclosure may also be called a truth-in-lending
statement or a statement of loan terms.
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Due Diligence

The process of exercising a servicer’s responsibility for collecting
on a loan.

(ED) U.S. Department of
Education

An acronym sometimes used for the Department of Education.
Executive Branch of the federal government that establishes
policy for, administers, and coordinates most federal assistance to
education.

Electronic Signature (ESIGN)

An electronic symbol or process attached to, or logically
associated with, a record and used by a person with the intent to
sign the document or record. Established under the Electronic
Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act on 6/8/2000.

Education Finance
Council

The Education Finance Council is an association representing the
nation’s nonprofit and state-based student loan and finance
organizations. These public purpose organizations are dedicated
to the single purpose of making college more affordable.

Education Loan
Management Resources
(ELM)

Education Loan Management Resources created a uniform data
exchange network for student loan processing. This technology
platform allows lenders to exchange critical loan data with
schools efficiently.

Expected Family
Contribution (EFC)

The amount the family is expected to contribute to paying for a
student’s education, as determined by the FAFSA Federal
Methodology. The EFC includes parent and student
contributions, and varies according to the student's dependency
status, family size, number of family members in school, taxable
and nontaxable income and assets. The difference between the
student’s costs and the EFC is the student's financial need, and is
used in determining the student's eligibility for need-based
financial aid.

Fair and Accurate Credit
Transactions Act 2003
(FACTA)

Federal act allowing consumers to obtain each year, free of
charge, a personal credit history report, requiring that merchants
omit from sales receipts all but the last five digits of a customer's
credit card number, and requiring that procedures for government
oversight and financial institution notification of ID theft and
fraud be implemented. Amended the Fair Credit Reporting Act
(FCRA).

Fair Credit Reporting Act
(FCRA)

The Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1681, is U.S. federal
law enacted to promote the accuracy, fairness, and privacy of
consumer information contained in the files of consumer
reporting agencies.

Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act (FDCPA)

The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, Pub. L. 95-109; 91 Stat.
874, codified as 15 U.S.C. § 1692 –1692p, designed to eliminate
abusive practices in the collection of consumer debts, to promote
fair debt collection, and to provide consumers with an avenue for
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disputing and obtaining validation of debt information in order to
ensure the information's accuracy
Fair Isaac Credit Score
(FICO)

A statistical model developed by the Fair Isaac Corporation,
which is used by credit bureaus, and banking institutions to
calculate and determine an individual’s credit score.

Family Education Loan
(FEL)

ACPE’s FEL program provides low interest loans to families to
assist in paying the costs of education for family members.
Borrowers may be parents, grandparents, foster parents, or
spouses.

Federal Family Education
Loan Program (FFELP)

FFELP was terminated in 2009. Through FFELP, ACPE offered
federally-guaranteed low-cost loans to students and parents.
FFELP loans included Stafford, PLUS, Consolidated, all of
which are now offered directly by the federal government.

Federal Methodology

The need analysis formula used on the FAFSA to determine
theEFC. The federal methodology takes family size, the number
of family members in college, taxable and nontaxable income and
assets into account.

Federal Work-Study
(FWS)

Program providing undergraduate and graduate students with
part-time employment, usually at the school of attendance, during
the school year. The federal government pays a portion of the
student's salary, making it cheaper for departments and
businesses to hire the student. For this reason, work-study
students often find it easier to get a part-time job. Eligibility for
FWS is based on need. Money earned from a FWS job is not
counted as income for the subsequent year's need analysis
process.

Finance Charge

The estimated amount of interest that will be paid over the life of
the loan.

Financial Aid

Money provided to the student and the family to help them pay
for the student's education. Major forms of financial aid include
gift aid (grants and scholarships) and self-help aid (loans and
work).

Financial Aid
Administrator (FAA)

A staff member at an eligible school who is charged with the
administration of financial aid programs.

Financial Aid Counseling

Students with federal loans are required to meet with a financial
aid administrator or participate in a distance education-counseling
program before they receive their first loan disbursement and
again before they graduate or otherwise leave school. During
these counseling sessions, called entrance and exit interviews, the
FAA reviews the repayment terms of the loan and the repayment
schedule with the student.
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Financial Aid Office
(FAO)

The college or university office that is responsible for the
determination of student financial need and the awarding of
financial aid.

Financial Aid Package

The complete collection of grants, scholarships, loans, and workstudy employment from all sources (federal, state, institutional
and private) offered to a student to enable them to attend the
college or university.

Financial Literacy

The ability to understand and effectively apply various financial
skills, including personal financial management, budgeting, and
investing. Financial literacy helps individuals become selfsufficient so they can achieve financial stability. ACPE
incorporates financial literacy education into the loan application
process.

Forbearance

During a forbearance period, the lender allows the borrower to
temporarily postpone repaying the principal, but the interest
charges continue to accrue, even on subsidized loans.
Forbearances are granted at the lender's discretion, usually in
cases of extreme financial hardship or other unusual
circumstances when the borrower does not qualify for a
deferment. Typically, accrued interest is capitalized.

Free Application For
Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA)

Form used to apply for a broad category of federal and state
student aid programs. No fee is charged.

FAFSA Time Alaska

FAFSA Time Alaska provides FAFSA-specific resources and
training to site coordinators volunteering to host FAFSA
completion events around the state. The event season runs from
October to April. (Previously known as College Goal Alaska)

Federal Student Aid
(FSA)

Aid offered to postsecondary education students by the federal
government in the form of grants, loans, work-study programs,
and other forms of assistance.

Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles
(GAAP)

A widely accepted set of rules, conventions, standards, and
procedures for reporting financial information, as established by
the Financial Accounting Standards Board.

Gift Aid

Financial aid, such as grants and scholarships, which does not
need to be repaid.

Grace Period

The time that begins when a borrower leaves school (whether
because of graduation or withdrawal) or drops below the required
enrollment level, and ends the day before the repayment period
starts. The length of the grace period is stipulated in the
promissory note that the borrower signed. Payments are not due
during the grace period.
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Graduate PLUS Loan

A federal loan made to a graduate or professional student, defined
as a student enrolled in a program or course above the
baccalaureate level or enrolled in a program leading to a
professional degree at an eligible school.

Graduated Repayment

A repayment schedule where monthly payments are smaller at the
start of the repayment period and gradually become larger.

Grant

A type of financial aid based on financial need that the student
does not have to repay.

Great Lakes Higher
Education Guaranty
Corporation (Great Lakes)

ACPE’s former federal loan guarantor from 2018 through early
2019 when it transitioned to Ascendium Education Group AEG
as part of corporate restructuring.

Guaranty Agency or
Guarantor

A state or private nonprofit organization that has an agreement
with the U.S. Secretary of Education to administer a loan
guarantee program under the Higher Education Act, and enforces
federal and state law regarding student loans. It is responsible for
overseeing the student loan process, and insures them against
default for the lender.

Health Education
Assistance Loan (HEAL)

A low interest loan administered by the US Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS). It is available to medical school
students pursuing medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, veterinary
medicine, optometry, podiatry, clinical psychology, health
administration and public health. Undergraduate pharmacology
students are also eligible.

Higher Ed Loan Mgt
System (HELMS)

Loan servicing software used by ACPE since 1996.

Higher Education
Investment Fund (HEIF)

Fund established in statute for the purpose of making grants and
scholarships. This fund was established to endow the Alaska
Performance Scholarship (APS) and the Alaska Education Grant
(AEG).

Income-Based Repayment
(IBR)

IBR is a federal loan repayment option with payment caps based
on income and family size. After 25 years of qualifying
payments and/or economic hardship deferments, the US
Department of Education repays the outstanding balance and
accrued interest on eligible loans. IBR is available for all federal
student loans, except parent PLUS loans.

Income-Sensitive
Repayment

A repayment plan for federal loan programs available to
borrowers whose standard monthly loan payment (10-year
repayment term) exceeds a percentage of their discretionary
income. The monthly payment amount is based on a percentage
of gross monthly income, and must at least satisfy monthly
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interest accrual. The plan is designed for borrowers who have a
low initial income but anticipate it to increase over time.
Independent

A student is considered independent for purposes of not including
parent income on the FAFSA if the student is at least 24 years old
as of January 1 of the academic year, is married, is a graduate or
professional student, has a legal dependent other than a spouse, is
a veteran of the US Armed Forces, or is an orphan or ward of the
court (or was a ward of the court until age 18), homeless or at risk
of being homeless. A parent refusing to provide support for their
child's education is not sufficient for the child to be declared
independent.

Institutional Authorization All postsecondary educational providers in Alaska, and the
programs they offer, must be authorized in accordance with law
as set forth in AS 14.48, or be formally determined by ACPE to
be exempt from authorization. ACPE’s authorization process is
designed to ensure postsecondary education providers and
programs meet minimum standards set out in law, relative to:
•
•
•
•

Institutional financial soundness
Ethical business practices
Educational program
Administrative capacity

Authorization is a separate process from accreditation.
Institutional Student
Information Report (ISIR)

The electronic version of the Student Aid Report (SAR) delivered
to schools. It is sent by the US Department of Education to
provide information about students who completed a FAFSA and
indicated they might attend that school. This report includes the
EFC and is used by the school to determine eligibility for
financial aid.

Interest

Amount charged to the borrower for the benefit of using the
lender's money. Interest is usually calculated as a percentage of
the principal balance of the loan. The percentage rate may be
fixed for the life of the loan, or it may be variable, depending on
the terms of the loan.

Interest Cap

The maximum interest rate that can be charged on a loan. Not to
be confused with capitalized interest.

Institutional Standards &
Evaluation Committee
(ISEC)

Five commissioners appointed by the Chair to meet at the call of
the Chair to consider matters of initial authorization, program
changes, and institutional compliance, and make
recommendations for final action to the full Commission.
An accounting mechanism that a lender uses to report to the
Department the loans that it has made and to request from the

Lender’s Interest and
Special Allowance
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Request and Report
(LaRS)

Department interest benefits and special allowance that it has
earned, or to report payments the lender owes to the Department.

Lumina Foundation

An independent private philanthropic foundation focused on
increasing success in higher education.

Master Promissory Note
(MPN)

A promissory note that authorizes the lender to disburse multiple
loans during multi-year terms upon request and the school’s
certification of loan eligibility.

Medical Cancellation

In the event the borrower is permanently disabled, and therefore
unable to be gainfully employed, a loan may be eligible for
medical cancellation. Cancellation eligibility is, in part,
determined by the loan contract the borrower signed. Alaska
statute does not entitle a borrower to medical cancellation;
therefore, contract law and Alaska Education Loan Regulations
govern this process.

Missouri Higher
Education Loan Authority
(MOHELA)

Missouri Higher Education Loan Authority is one of several
Direct Loan Servicers in the country. The ASLC is a signatory
sub-contractor of MOHELA for federal Direct Loan Servicing.
MOHELA services Direct Loans allocated to the ASLC, and the
ASLC receives a share of the servicing fees paid by the US
Department of Education.

National Center for
Higher Education
Management Systems
(NCHEMS)

A private nonprofit organization whose expertise is assisting
higher education policymakers and administrators bridge the gap
between research and practice.

National College Access
Network (NCAN)

National non-profit organization that assists local communities
initiate, develop and sustain college access programs designed to
increase the number of students who pursue education beyond
high school through advising and financial assistance.

National Council of
Higher Education
Resources (NCHER)

An organization which represents a nationwide network of
guaranty agencies, secondary markets, lenders, loan servicers,
collection agencies, schools, and other organizations involved in
the administration of FFEL portfolios.

National Disbursement
Network (NDN)

A central disbursing agent affiliated with Education Loan
Management Resources (ELM) that ACPE uses to disburse loan
funds to schools that request this method of receiving
disbursements. NDN electronically debits an ACPE account and
disburses the funds to the school either by electronic fund transfer
or by check, depending on the school’s preference.

National Student Loan
Data System (NSLDS)

The U.S. Department of Education’s central database for
information about a student’s financial aid.
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Need Analysis

The process for determining a student's financial need using
financial information provided by the student and his or her
parents (and spouse, if any) on the FAFSA.

Need-Based

Financial aid based on student’s ability to pay. Most government
sources of financial aid are need-based.

Northwest Ed Loan
Association (NELA)

ACPE’s former federal loan guarantor. NELA became affiliated
with USAFunds in 2004.

Non-Subsidized Interest

Interest that accrues and is to be paid by the borrower.

Office of Management &
Budget (OMB)

Budget office in the Governor’s office.

Origination Fee

Administrative fee paid to the lender and charged as a percentage
of the loan amount as it is disbursed.

P-20W Statewide
Longitudinal Data System
(SLDS)

Abbreviation and acronym for the statewide longitudinal data
system, which links K-12 education data to postsecondary
education and workforce information.

Parent Loans For
Undergraduate Students
(PLUS)

Federal loans available to parents of dependent undergraduate
students to help finance the child's education. Parents may
borrow up to the full cost of their children's education, less the
amount of any other financial aid received. PLUS Loans may be
used to pay the EFC. There is a minimal credit check required
for the PLUS loan, so a good credit history is required.

Pell Grant

A federal grant to undergraduates that provides funds based on
the student's financial need. The amount of the grant for 2020-21
is $6,345.

Perkins Loan

Formerly the National Direct Student Loan Program, the Perkins
Loan allows students to borrow up to $5,500/year maximum of
$27,500 for undergraduate school and $8,500/year maximum of
$60,000 for graduate school. The Perkins Loan has one of the
lowest interest rates and is awarded by the financial aid
administrator to students with exceptional financial need. The
student must have applied for a Pell Grant to be eligible. The
interest on the Perkins Loan is subsidized while the student is in
school.

Pennsylvania Higher
Education Assistance
Agency (PHEAA)

Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Agency (PHEAA) is a
national provider of student financial aid services, including loan
guaranty, loan servicing, financial aid processing, outreach, and
other student aid programs. It conducts its student loan servicing
operations nationally as FedLoan Servicing and American
Education Services (AES).
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Premiere Credit of North
America, LLC (PCNA)

Premiere Credit of North America, LLC (PCNA) is the collection
agency contracted to collect on defaulted state education loans.

Professional Student
Exchange Program
(PSEP)

A WICHE program that provides access for Alaska students to
enroll full-time in eligible health-related degree programs that are
not available in this state. Alaska pays a support fee to reserve
seats in these programs, and the Alaska program participants are
required to repay the support fee paid on their behalf.

Promissory Note (PN)

Legal contract between borrower and ACPE describing terms and
conditions of loan.

Program Participation
Application (PPA)

An institution must enter into a program participation agreement
with ACPE in order to be eligible to offer state financial aid
programs. The agreement sets out the requirements for
compliance with state statutes and regulations governing these
programs.

Public Service Loan
Forgiveness (PSLF)

The Public Service Loan Forgiveness program forgives the
remaining balance on federal student loans after borrowers have
made 120 qualifying monthly payments under a qualifying
repayment plan while working full-time for a qualifying
employer. Qualifying employers include a US federal, state, or
tribal government or not-for-profit organization.

Refinance Loan

A loan that combines several student loans into one loan from a
single lender. The refinance loan is used to pay off the balances
on the other loans.

Skip Tracing

Skip Tracing is the process by which a lender attempts to obtain
corrected borrower address or telephone information when the
current address and/or phone is no longer valid.

Satisfactory Academic
Progress (SAP)

Institutional requirements for satisfactory academic progress to
continue receiving federal or state aid.

Student Aid Report (SAR) Record of information from a student’s FAFSA provided to the
student by the U.S. Dept. of Education (DOE), which includes
the calculation of the student’s expected family contribution
(EFC). The electronic version sent to schools and ACPE is called
an Institutional Student Information Record (ISIR).
Servicer

An organization that collects payments on a loan and performs
other administrative tasks associated with maintaining a loan
portfolio. Loan servicers disburse loan funds, monitor loans while
the borrowers are in school, collect payments, process deferments
and forbearances, respond to borrower inquiries and ensure that
the loans are administered in compliance with all applicable state
and federal requirements.
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Special Allowance
Payment (SAP)

A percentage of the daily average unpaid principal balance, paid
to a lender by the Department on an eligible Federal Stafford,
PLUS, Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS), or Consolidation
loan. The special allowance rate is set by statutory formula.
Currently the rates paid by borrowers on the loans are higher than
the relevant market index and lenders are required to rebate the
difference back to the federal government.

Stafford Loans

Federal loans that come in two forms, subsidized and
unsubsidized. Subsidized loans are based on need; unsubsidized
loans are not. The federal government pays the interest on the
subsidized Stafford Loan while the student is in school and in
certain deferment periods. The Subsidized Stafford Loan was
formerly known as the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL).

State Higher Education
Executive Officers
(SHEEO)

The national association of higher education leaders of statewide
coordinating and governing boards and other state policy
agencies for higher education. SHEEO serves its members as an
advocate for state policy leadership, as a liaison between states
and the federal government, as a vehicle for peer collaboration,
and as a source of information and analysis on educational and
public policy issues. In Alaska, the SHEEO role is shared
between the Executive Director of ACPE and the President of the
University of Alaska.

Success Center

Located in ACPE’s Anchorage office, Success Center staff assist
students and parents through the financial aid process and
postsecondary education or career training preparation.

Subsidized Loan

With a subsidized loan, such as the Perkins Loan or the
Subsidized Stafford Loan, the government pays the interest on
the loan while the student is in school, during the six-month grace
period following qualifying enrollment and the beginning of
repayment, and during any deferment periods. Subsidized loans
are awarded based on financial need and may not be used to
finance the family contribution.

Supplemental Education
Opportunity Grant
(SEOG)

Federal grant program for undergraduate students with
exceptional need. SEOG grants are awarded by the school's
financial aid office, and provide up to $4,000 per year. To
qualify, a student must also be a recipient of a Pell Grant.

Teacher Education Loan
(TEL)

The TEL was created to provide an incentive for rural high
school graduates to pursue teaching careers and return to teach in
rural communities; school boards award teacher education loans
with preference given to applicants from rural schools, to attend a
bachelor’s degree program in elementary or secondary education
or a teacher certification program. Borrowers who teach in a
qualifying school may be eligible for forgiveness benefits.
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Legislation passed in 2014 made the awarding of TELs to new
borrowers subject to the availability of funding from the State.
Absent such funding, effective fall of 2014, only continuing
borrowers will receive additional loans, which are funded by
ASLC.
Truth-In-Lending (TIL)

See Disclosure

Truth in Lending Act
(TILA)

The Truth in Lending Act (TILA) of 1968 is United States federal
law designed to promote the informed use of consumer credit, by
requiring disclosures about its terms and cost to standardize the
manner in which costs associated with borrowing are calculated
and disclosed. It requires publication of the Annual Percentage
Rate (APR) on a loan.

Unmet Need

Any negative difference between the amount a student/family has
the capacity to pay and the cost of education as certified by the
institution’s Financial Aid Office is considered to be their “unmet
need”.

Unsubsidized Loan

A loan for which the borrower is responsible for the interest on
an unsubsidized loan from the date the loan is disbursed, even
while the student is still in school. Students may avoid paying the
interest while they are in school by capitalizing the interest,
which increases the loan amount.

Variable Interest Rate
(VIR)

In a variable interest loan, the interest rate changes periodically.
For example, the interest rate might be pegged to the cost of US
Treasury Bills (e.g., T-Bill rate plus 3.1%) and be updated
monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or annually. ACPE does not
currently offer any variable rate loans.

Western Interstate
Commission for Higher
Education (WICHE)

WICHE is a regional organization created by the Western
Regional Education Compact, adopted by the Western states.
WICHE was created to facilitate resource sharing among the
higher education systems of the West. It implements a number of
activities to accomplish its objectives. Alaska participates in
three WICHE student exchange programs administered by
ACPE. Alaska has participated in the WICHE compact since
1955.

Western Undergraduate
Exchange Program
(WUE)

A WICHE program, WUE allows Alaska residents to enroll at
two-year and four-year institutions in participating states at
reduced tuition level applicable only to WUE students. Over 100
colleges and universities participate in this exchange program.

Western Regional
Graduate Program
(WRGP)

A WICHE program that enables Alaska residents to enroll at
reduced tuition rates in certain graduate programs in other
western states.
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The Washington,
Wyoming Alaska,
Montana, Idaho Program
(WWAMI)

Provides access to graduate medical education not otherwise
available in Alaska. State residents compete only with other
Alaska residents for 20 positions reserved at the University of
Washington School of Medicine (UWSM) for Alaska students.
Alaska pays to UWSM the contractual costs of the program not
covered by tuition, but fifty percent of that cost is a loan for the
participant if they fail to return to the state and become employed
in the medical field for which support was provided. After
acceptance by UWSM, the student attends the first year of school
at University of Alaska Anchorage.
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